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A
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D

Dateline: Kenya
Some Kenyan women are complaining that

thieves are stealing their undergarments,

presumably for witchcraft. According to

Nairobi News, residents of Mbiri Ward in

Murang’a report that their underwear is

increasingly being stolen and then left in the

woods in a state of disrepair. The thieves have

reportedly only taken undergarments, leaving

money and valuables untouched. Believing the

acts to be tied to witchcraft, locals have

reported the thefts—which have allegedly

been occurring for months—to police.

Millicent Wangui, a victim of the thieves, told

reporters that witch doctors use bras and

underwear to break up marriages or make

women barren. “They have stolen about 30 of

my panties and this has caused havoc in my

family,” she said. “We feel that the matter is

connected to witchcraft where witch doctors

have contracted some youth to only steal used

women bras and panties to advance their

work.” Local police are currently investigating

the matter. Mbiri Chief David Gachanja said

they have yet to establish a motive in the case.

“We are wondering why anyone would only

steal panties and bras and leave money and

valuable household items,” he said. Last year, a

thief was caught stealing women’s underwear

in a neighboring village. He reportedly

confessed that a witch doctor had contracted

him to commit the act.

Dateline: China
A man was admitted to the hospital after

complaining of persistent headaches and

seizures. Doctors found that he was infected

with 700 tapeworms in his brain, lungs and

chest. The Mirror reports that Zhu Zhong-fa,

from Hangzhou in China, had been suffering

from headaches and seizures for over a month

when he decided to visit doctors at the First

Affiliated Hospital of College of Medicine,

Zhejiang University. Zhu was diagnosed with

taeniasis, a parasitic infection caused by

tapeworms. It is believed he contracted the

infection by eating undercooked or infected

pork. Tapeworm eggs can survive in infected

meat that has not been cooked fully. If the

eggs enter the central nervous system, they can

cause epileptic seizures and other neurological

problems in an infected patient. Wang Jian-

rong from the department of infectious disease,

discovered around 700 tapeworms had taken

up residence in Zhu’s body. On video sharing

platform Pear, Wang said the parasites had

infected the patient’s brain, lungs and the

muscles inside his chest cavity. He said the

infection had already damaged some of Zhu’s

organs. Taenaisis is treatable with laxatives

and medicine, but Zhu’s response to the

treatment is still unclear.

Dateline: Austria
The Austrian government has decided to turn

Adolf Hitler’s birthplace into a police station

to discourage neo-Nazis from treating it as a

shrine. According to The New York Times,

authorities have spent years deciding what to

do with the yellow house in Austria where

Hitler—the infamous leader of the Nazis

during World War II—was born in 1889. Last

week, the nation’s interior minister Wolfgang

Peschorn announced that the home will be

converted into a police station as a message to

white supremacists that it is not meant to be a

shrine to the deceased leader. “The future use

of the house by the police should send an

unmistakable signal that the role of this

building as a memorial to the Nazis been

permanently revoked,” said Peschorn in a

statement. The building has reportedly caused

issues for authorities for the last 70 years. The

homeowner’s refusal to renovate the building

combined with the site’s penchant for

attracting admirers of the Nazi leader have

made it difficult to find permanent tenants.

The Interior Ministry took over the home’s

main lease to ensure it had the final say on the

use of the building, but its owner refused to sell

the property. In 2017, the Austrian

government seized the home. A competition

to redesign the building for its new purpose

begins next month. It will be open to

architects from across the European Union

with the ultimate goal of finding a design that

illustrates an “innovative use and function of

the space.” The winner of the competition will

be announced in 2020.

Dateline: Pakistan
The Arts Council of Pakistan is under fire

from feminist groups after it was revealed that

a panel on feminism was slated to be made up

entirely of men. BBC News reports that the

agency was planning to hold a discussion titled

“Feminism: The Other Perspective.”

Organizers said the panel was intended as a

place for leaders to discuss their views on

feminism, but critics on social media were

quick to point out that none of the panel

members were women. The only woman

included in the event was discussion host

Uzma al-Karim, who told reporters: “Our

purpose was to get men having decision-

making powers in major media houses and

those with a following to talk about their

understanding of feminism. We wanted to

register their perception because they were in

a position to influence public opinion. And

that’s why we called it ‘the other perspective.’”

Nevertheless, many found an all-male

discussion of feminism in Pakistan—a nation

known for oppressing women—distasteful.

Social media users criticized the men taking

part in the panel, accusing them of taking

advantage of feminism to further their own

interests. This public outcry prompted the

event organizers to add two women to the

panel—feminist Mehtab Akbar Rashdi and

journalist Quatrina Hosain—and rename the

panel “Understanding Feminism.” a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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Police Oversight Board Criticized
A former board member of the Civilian Police
Oversight Agency wrote a letter criticizing the
agency’s mishandling of cases and claiming its
executive director isn’t doing his job.

According to KRQE, Chelsea Van Deventer
has been at odds with both the CPOA and the
Albuquerque Police Officers’ Association since
earlier this year. In June, the attorney for the
Albuquerque Police Department’s Union, John
D’Amato, called attention to a series of tweets
written by Van Deventer that he believed
demonstrated her bias against law enforcement.
In one tweet written by Van Deventer, she
retweeted an analysis on the federal “Blue
Lives Matter Bill”—that includes a penalty of up
to 10 years for assaulting a police officer—and
says, “F— this.” In another tweet, Van Deventer
said New Mexico Rep. Monica Youngblood
should have gotten the death penalty after
being arrested for a DWI.

Van Deventer resigned from the board on
Nov. 14 after accepting a job as the chief
prosecutor for Laguna Pueblo, seemingly
putting an end to the disagreement. But last
week, she sent a letter stating that CPOA
Executive Director Edward Harness was not
doing his job and that the agency is closing most
of the cases of police misconduct without a
complete and full investigation. “I would say over
90 percent of the cases that are coming are
being administratively closed,” she said.

Climate Change Plan Unveiled
Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham’s Climate Change
Task Force released a report last week that
examined the results of the governor’s climate-
related initiatives and outlined future plans to
promote renewable energy and reduce
greenhouse emissions.

The Associated Press reports that the
governor is particularly focused on methane
emissions. The New Mexico Environment
Department and the New Mexico Energy,
Minerals and Natural Resources Department
have partnered with a Santa Fe-based data
company to use satellite imaging technology to
locate methane leaks in real time. Draft
recommendations for limiting methane
emissions in New Mexico are expected before
the end of the year.

To curb emissions, the report says the state
plans to update residential building codes to
require more energy efficiency, incentivize the
purchase of cleaner vehicles and invest in
electric charging stations. Authorities also plan
to close the coal-fired San Juan Generating
Station in 2022. And the Governor has said that
the state will be implementing clean car
standards that are more stringent than current
federal rules in the future.

Mayor Announces Anti-Crime Plan
Last week, Albuquerque Mayor Tim Keller
announced a new plan to address the city’s high
violent crime rates.

According to KOB, Keller told reporters
during a press conference that the new Violence
Intervention Plan will be a joint effort between
law enforcement, prosecutors and social
services. The plan will introduce a Violence
Intervention Division within APD and increase
coordination between investigative units and
prosecutors while receiving input from social
services on the most effective evidence-based
violence reduction strategies. Authorities will
also be reaching out to community partners to
improve trust between law enforcement and the
greater community. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | ENVIRONMENT

Oh Say Can You See Bandelier?
From monument to park and preserve

Much of the
building in Frijoles
Canyon was done
during the Pueblo IV
era, a time in New
Mexican history
between 1350 and
1600. It is thought
that this upsurge in
human population
was caused by social
unrest and
environmental
problems in the Four
Corners and Mesa
Verde regions. By the
beginning of the 17th
century, though,
Bandelier had been
abandoned as
inhabitants moved
closer to the river and
founded pueblos like Santa Clara, San Ildefonso
and Cochiti.

At the end of the 19th century, a Swiss-
American archeologist named Adolf Bandelier
undertook an expedition to the area. Bandelier’s
expertise was in ancient Amerian cultures and he
was duly impressed with what he encountered in
the remote mountainous canyons of northern
New Mexico.

The Process
Briefly, Senator Heinrich is a member of the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources committee.
He’s currently overseeing legislation, called the
Defense Appropriation Bill, that would also
change the designation of White Sands National
Monument to a national park.

With the preservation and conversation of
public lands a priority during his tenure, Senator
Heinrich is now moving forward with work on
creating another new National Park and Preserve
at what is now known as Bandelier National
Monument.

This past Thursday, Heinrich announced the
introduction of legislation to see that
commitment to public land move to the next
level. According to the Senator’s office, “The
legislation seeks to build a stronger relationship
between the National Park Service and pueblos
whose history and culture is deeply rooted in
Bandelier. The bill would establish a tribal
advisory commission, which would provide
guidance for park management that reflects
traditional and historical knowledge and values.
In a historic precedent for a national park,
traditional knowledge will be required by statute
to be integrated into land management planning.
Additionally, the bill would permanently
safeguard tribes’ religious rights and practices in
Bandelier.”

The protection afforded National Parks also
means that, even given the significant rollbacks the
Trump administration has made to oil and gas
production regulation in the US, Bandelier—and for
that matter White Sands—can’t be compromised by
drilling, fracking or any other kind of energy
resources exploration and environmental
exploitation.

The Stakeholders
The Pueblo people are not the only stakeholders
in this long and potentially awesome saga. The
citizens of New Mexico, indeed the citizens of the
Earth, have a duty and obligation to protect Earth
and its treasures, cultural and physical.

During the press call, Heinrich summarized the
situation clearly and with a passion that reflects a
long-term commitment to New Mexico and its
people.

He said, “When I talk to people about what
makes New Mexico so unique, it always comes
back to the same things. It’s our incredibly
breathtaking landscapes, our deep and complex
history and our unique cultures. And Bandelier
National Monument encapsulates each of these in
really unrivaled ways. That’s why I was so proud to
work with communities across northern New
Mexico to introduce legislation today to elevate
Bandelier to our nation’s newest National Park.”

The Senator added that “Bandelier’s mesas and
canyons have a human history that dates back
more 10,000 years. Nearly one thousand years ago,
the ancestral pueblo people built homes along cliff
faces, dug ceremonial kivas and planted crops on
mesa-top fields. What these people left behind is a
living cultural landscape with ongoing spiritual
and religious significance for the descendants who
live in today’s pueblos.”

Governor Michael Chavarria of Santa Clara
Pueblo contributed to the discussion, telling
listeners, “Bandelier is a spiritual sanctuary for
Santa Clara Pueblo, a place of worship. It must be
protected, now and into the future.” Chavarria
also told the press that he appreciated the call for
the establishment of a Tribal Advisory Board for
Bandelier, as well as the fact that the National
Park designation would protect this holy land
from oil and gas exploration.

Preserving New Mexican culture, sustaining
The Land of Enchantment and creating
opportunities to turn away from the exploitative
excesses of the current administration seem to be
the hallmarks of Senator Heinrich’s tenure and are
almost certain to win him another term as each
quality continues to grow as it goes. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

L
ate last week, US Senator Martin Heinrich
announced plans to put forward legislation
that would designate Bandelier National

Monument as a National Park and Preserve.
The legislation is particularly important at

this point in our American cultural journey, we
reckon. That’s why Weekly Alibi sat in on a press
phone call with the Senator this past Thursday. 

But before putting down the details of that
important declamation from a Senator who has
demonstrated a deep commitment to the people
and the environment of New Mexico, here’s a
little background on the place, the people, the
process, the stakeholders and the need for a new
National Park.

The Place
Bandelier, a National Monument as designated
by President Woodrow Wilson in 1916, spans
more than 30,000 acres that mostly comprise a
canyon and surrounding plains situated right
where Sandoval County bumps up against the
tiny yet totally formidable Los Alamos County.
The northeast corner of the more sizeable Santa
Fe County lies just to the east.

The National Park Service, which
administers the area, writes on their website
that access to the area is “relatively easy
compared to the past.” Two trips to the
National Monument by this reporter within the
past 20 years reveal that the operative word in
that first sentence, “relatively,” says it all. This
past summer, the Service required that most
visitors to Bandelier take a shuttle bus from the
White Rock Visitor’s Center to the main visited
areas.

That’s because the monument is such a
popular tourist destination. During the other
three seasons, it is still possible to drive directly
to the main part of the monument, albeit on a
windy and narrow New Mexican two-lane road.
Officials at Bandelier told Weekly Alibi, that, in
addition, the road had been newly paved.

Jason Lott, the superintendent of Bandelier
National Monument, also says the park is used
for back country and wilderness expeditions,
but only about 5 percent of visitors engage in
such extended visits. Of that rare breed who
share the original Bandelier’s expeditionary
vision, Lott said the back country “is a pretty
remote experience. It’s a great opportunity for
solitude and getting back to nature.”

The People
Humans first inhabited the area comprising
Bandelier National Monument 10,000 years
ago. They were likely nomadic or seasonal
inhabitants; ancestors of the Pueblo people
permanently settled the valley at the center of
Bandelier, a portion of Frijoles Canyon—
around the year 1200. Their use of obsidian
knives—a popular and deadly item much
further south in the Aztec Empire—
demonstrates that the civilization centered at
Bandelier was complex and fairly advanced
with regard to trade and tools.

A kiva at Bandelier National Monument
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To the South Valley With Love
Senior Center celebrates health, will provide respite

BY AUGUST MARCH

F
rom one side of the Weekly Alibi’s edge-of-
Downtown offices, the freeways and
Sandia Mountains loom. If the windows

on the other side of the building—sort of
southwest in their directionality—weren’t
made of the opaque glass bricks common in
this part of the country, the Middle Rio
Grande Valley and the South Valley would
dominate the view.

Of course just about anyone can see the vast,
verdant and virtually rural expanse by simply
looking out any clear window, by standing in the
middle of the city and pointing oneself south-ish
or better yet, by driving on over to one of the
most culturally rich parts of the Albuquerque
metropolitan area.

On Friday, Nov. 22, Weekly Alibi did just
that, sending a reporter and photographer to the
South Valley Multi-Purpose Senior Center on
Larrazolo Road SW, to take part in the Health
Care and Open Enrollment Resource Fair
hosted by Bernallillo County, US
Representative Deb Haaland and US Senator
Martin Heinrich.

At the same time as the fair, city and state
officials, including Mayor tim Keller, Bernalillo
County Commissioner Steven Michael
Quezada, Albuquerque City Council President
Klarissa Peña and New Mexico State
Representative Miguel Garcia held a press
conference to celebrate the long-awaited
groundbreaking of South Valley Adult Daycare
& Respite Center to support South Valley
neighborhoods with elderly citizens.

While we were there, we had the
opportunity to chat with the Senator, listen to
the Representative, talk to various local and
state health care teams and, most importantly, to
interact with and learn about the people that are
served by this vital community outpost.

In The Valley
The South Valley is filled with trees and
agriculture; life abounds. On the drive out, a
flock of geese flying parallel to Atrisco Drive
astonished. A small red woodpecker tapped on a
cottonwood tree and the soft cooing of Inca
doves came and went with the warm sunshine
on a partly cloudy day.

Outside the Senior Center, a modern
construction both inviting and full of growth,
city and county officials broke ground and
dedicated the new respite center that was years
in the making.

With a final funding push led by the Keller
administration, the center is ready to be
constructed. Originally scheduled for
groundbreaking and construction in 2010 when
then-Governor Bill Richardson and the New
Mexico Legislature appropriated funds for the
center. Four years passed before Councilor Peña
was able to move the project forward.

State Representative Garcia told those
gathered that despite delays, the Respite Center
was still a priority for South Valley citizens,
saying “You know it’s a glorious day when we
break ground to bring comfort to residents of our
community that care for their loved ones, mainly
elderly and disabled. This is for them, this is a
respite center for their dedication and
commitment to caring for those loved ones.”

Garcia also told folks at the groundbreaking
ceremony that they were standing on a historical
site in the South Valley, adding that the land the
activity center was built on and the adjoining
property where the respite center will be built
“used to be the farm of our fourth governor of the
State of New Mexico, Octaviano Larrazolo. He
was governor from 1919 to 1921.”

Governor Larrazolo was famous for his prize-
winning lettuce patch, Garcia related.
Ultimately the State Representative wants to
erect a statue at the site featuring the governor,
his lettuces and young playful workers taking
them from the garden.

It turns out that one of Larrazolo’s young
workers was Bobby Griego. One of the original
“Atrisco Elders,” Griego was one of the first to
promote the concept of a respite center for older
South Valley citizens in 1996, Garcia reminded
the audience. Garcia went on to recognize
community members who dreamt of and planned
for the center a decade ago but have now passed
away.

Garcia ended his remarks by saying that City

Councilor Klarissa Peña and Mayor Tim Keller

had stepped up to ensure there was follow

through on the original neighborhood plan to

provide an adult day care for area families.

Inside the Health Fair
Just as the state representative concluded, Alibi

Staff Photographer Eric Williams approached

to tell of big goings-on inside the existing

community center. He told this reporter that

there were heaps of tables, all sorts of health

care workers and a US Representative and a

US Senator on hand to boot.

We headed inside. Trio Allegre, a

neighborhood band, played in the middle of it all

while citizens of all ages danced to rancheras and

rock music. In all of the adjacent hallways, tables

from healthcare groups as diverse as Humana,

The University of New Mexico College of

Pharmacy and Presbyterian were filled with

bright-eyed young people answering questions

and giving salient health advice to an audience

that was mostly older but still very engaged with

their own communities—and through this fair,

with the world as well.

Besides the outpouring of support from the

surrounding community, there was a wide

selection of local and national politicos, directing

and encouraging these efforts.

During all this positive, progressive

commotion, Weekly Alibi had a brief opportunity

to chat with US Senator Martin Heinrich, who

reminds readers that they have until Dec. 15 to

engage the Affordable Care Act for the coming

year.

Heinrich said, “For the whole state, this is the

open enrollment period, where citizens can get

on the healthcare exchanges and get good quality

healthcare. We really want to encourage people

to do that, to use the portal at Be Well New

Mexico. You know that when you get on that

exchange, you’re getting real healthcare coverage.

Because of changes the Trump administration has

made, there are a lot of junk plans now. They’re

being marketed, there are phone marketing scams

for coverage that doesn’t really give you real

coverage. So when you go through that portal at

bewellnm.com, you know that all of the providers

are legitimate and meeting the basic standards

that we expect for healthcare.”

Asked why events like this are important to

the community, the Senator from New Mexico

added that it was a great opportunity to get free

health screenings and to provide citizens with

information that will assist them with their long-

term health goals. Heinrich said his office will be

hosting similar neighborhood health events in

the future.

The People
While Deb Haaland posed with a fellow in a
blue bear costume from Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of New Mexico—who knew they had
bears?!—I noticed that there was also a little
dog at the representative’s official information
booth. It was Rusty and the pet therapy team
from Southwest Canine Corps of Volunteers, a
neighborhood outfit that provides comfort,
compassion and educational opportunities via
visits to hospitals, nursing homes and schools.

Gloria, one of the volunteers, told Weekly
Alibi that they were there to provide support
and to “bring joy” to the people of the South
Valley. As I began to pet Rusty the dog, an
older woman named Mary Ann shyly
approached. She was about 80 and had a huge,
loving smile. She asked if she could hold Rusty
and when the little dog leapt into her arms,
she proudly stated, all sense of shyness
vanquished by Rusty, that she truly loved
doggies.

At that moment, Representative Haaland
began speaking in the next room. The band
was taking a break, eating sugar cookies and
buttered toast that the center had laid out
along with juice in the main room.

Haaland reminded citizens that she had
been elected to protect and ensure their health
care rights. Like Heinrich she encouraged
citizens to interface with Be Well New Mexico
and added that her staff was just a phone call
away, willing to provide support and solutions
as needed.

Flu Shot
Before our investigative reporting team
departed for downtown Albuquerque, the
writer of this missive to this town and its
southern inhabitants decided to sit back and
get a flu shot. With winter approaching, he
thought it an important preventive measure.

Luckily, a team from the UNM College of
Pharmacy was on hand to help him and all
those gathered. Our reporter sat down and
chatted with a second-year pharmacy student
and co-chair of Operation Heart who told
August March that she “really loves to come
out to the community to spread awareness
about the heart, diabetes and blood-sugar
screenings.” For a lot of patients at this health
fair, interactions with health care providers
may be first-time encounters with substantive
care, she reminded the aging journalist as the
needle went in.

Back to Base
After that, Eric the photographer went on to
another assignment while August March
returned to home base, slowly driving through
the heart of the South Valley to get one final,
fleeting impression of the place and its people.

It was bright and sunny. The cottonwoods,
losing leaves, rustled in the cool breeze.
Another gaggle of geese swooped and swirled
overhead. They were headed south, too. a

Martin Heinrich ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Crafty Sort
Are your in-laws in town for Thanksgiving and
insisting on buying some New Mexico stuff to bring
back to wherever they are from? Then by all means,
march them into Hotel Albuquerque (800 Rio
Grande Blvd. NW) on Friday, Saturday or Sunday
Nov. 29-Dec.1 from noon to 5pm for the New
Mexico Artisan Market. Top-quality, handmade
work by New Mexican artisans fills the room.
Tickets are a hefty $15, but you would be hard
pressed to find this assemblage of New Mexican
arts and crafts accompanied by their makers in one
place anywhere else in November. For more
information and tickets to associated special
events, see nmartisanmarket.com.

Think Small
In a consumer culture such as this, Small Business
Saturday on Nov. 30 is an attempt to mitigate the
crushing impact that big box retail and delivered-in-
a-box home shopping has on our neighborhoods. If
you would like to live in place that has independent
stores with neighbors who can work at them, you
need to buy things from these stores. This Small
Business Saturday is a perfect time to do just that.
One recommendation is a new bookstore called
Harvest Moon Books (3123 Central Ave. NE) that
is opening this Saturday in Nob Hill. Stop in, buy a
book and support a small business on day one. 

Wear to Go
The Placitas Community Library (453 State Hwy.
165, Placitas) opens A World of Wearable Art at
10am sharp on Tuesday, Dec. 3. in the Collin Room.
This group show of art you can wear features the
work of Carol Allen, Laura Balombini, Patty Baron,
Linda Brauer, Cindy Chavez, Annie Gross, Lavon
Maestas, Jules Nyquist, Talty Robinson, Judith
Roderick, Pam Troutman, Erica Wendel-Oglesby,
Lyle Yazzie, Linsay Locke, Elizabeth Potter and
Geri Verble. The exhibit intends to convey the
seriousness of this much-maligned art form, stating
that in contrast to paintings meant to be hung on a
wall, wearable art is “infinitely more accessible
when worn about town by those with an eye
toward making an aesthetic statement.” For more
information on this free, all-ages event, see
placitaslibrary.com.

Think Fast

What do you do on International Cheetah Day
(Dec. 4)? First, think about how spectacular
cheetahs are (they don’t roar like other big cats,
they purr). Then, realize they once roamed
throughout Asia and Africa, but sadly their range
has shrunk significantly, leaving them endangered.
Finally, head over to the ABQ BioPark (903 10th
St. SW) between 10am and 2pm to check out our
local cheetahs and find out what you can do to help
protect these remarkable cats. Cheetah-related
activities are included in park admission. For more
information on this all-ages feline event, see
abqbiopark.com. a
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on the self. The idea was to celebrate
Albuquerque while creating a can that
“immediately grabs your attention,” as Len
Romano puts it. 

One question that immediately comes to
mind when starting to create the artwork for a
beer can is should the can reflect the contents
within or the context in which it was created?
Ripe’s designs go for balance and clarity of
brand. It’s what Len Romano calls, “Funk and
flavor.” His philosophy is that once the
identity is clearly established, they can go
further into the artwork without losing the
brand. 

Cory Campbell, Creative Director at La
Cumbre Brewing, says it is all about what
looks cool. La Cumbre’s tallboys offer the
opportunity to design on a larger canvas than
the 12 oz. variety of most other breweries.
Campbell says he is trying to catch the
consumer’s eye with this work. After they have
settled on a name for a new beer, the question
becomes, “What makes it stand out on the
shelf?” Campbell says that because La Cumbre
brews three tiers of beer (year-round, seasonal
and rarities) he is free to take three different
approaches. “I try to keep it fun,” he says. His
approach to La Cumbre’s “Gilded Age Porter”
is emblematic of his process. “I wanted to
capture the era,” says Campbell, but goes on to
say that it came down to two versions of the
same design. In the end La Cumbre went with
the more distressed interpretation, not

necessarily to reflect the tarnished underbelly
of the time defined by the great Mark Twain,
but simply because it looked cooler. It is an
approach that has served La Cumbre well. 

David Santiago is the painter behind
Tractor Brewing Company’s distinctive cans
with women’s faces on them. “It’s my most
intoxicating work,” he jokes. It has been a
boon to his career having his artwork on beer
cans around town, Santiago says. People
recognize his style, often opening doors to
artistic opportunities that would otherwise
require an introduction. 

His approach to beer can art is holistic. He
starts by finding a color palate that reflects a
vision of the beer. Santiago says, “It is a little
less about content.” The cans are instantly
recognizable and have helped to define the
aesthetic of Tractor. Each holds an elegance
beyond the beer itself. It is not unusual for
Santiago to hear people comment on his work,
can in hand. “I should be that [the Tractor
can] for Halloween,” one woman told him.

Without even mentioning the myriad other
local breweries charting a similar path, it
should be clear that there is a diverse aesthetic
that has developed in plain sight here, creating
a genre of art that reflects one of the growing
fields for artistic expression in Albuquerque. In
a city that has always thrived on the high/low
approach to art, it is no wonder that
inexpensive, accessible work of this caliber is
now available in a cooler near you.  a

PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDÉ.

Beer Can Art
What makes a great Albuquerque can?

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

F
rom his vantage point behind the cash

register at Jubilation Wine and Spirits, Karl

LaVine can see people scan the cooler for

just the right beer. Some know what they want

walking into the store and make a beeline for

their favorite, and some are searching. They

are looking at the art on the cans and LaVine

believes they are trying to match the beer with

their mood. He pictures them thinking, their

friend likes low riders so I’ll get Marble when

they go over to his house, or they are going up

to a cabin with snow so they choose

Celebration. It is the art on the can or bottle

that helps drives sales in New Mexico’s

booming beer industry and it can be the

deciding factor when consumers are standing

at the cooler. But what makes great beer can

art here in Albuquerque?
“We like to tell stories,” says Donna

Romano. She and her husband Len run Ripe
Inc., the branding company behind Marble
Brewery’s cans. When they began the can
designs for Marble, their approach was to set
the art apart from the other breweries on the
shelf. Len Romano says everyone’s can art was
dark. “Nobody was doing primary colors at the
time. We needed to do the opposite.” Ripe set
out to blend Albuquerque street, desert and
Bosque images with bright cans that stood out

Marble Brewing’s Cholo Stout Tractor Brewing’s Milk Mustachio Stout La Cumbre’s Gilded Age Porter

ALL PHOTOS BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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The Art of Shoes
Giving Tuesday in Albuquerque

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

W
ho knows how much flamenco shoes

cost? Certainly, people who have

bought them before do. Also, people

that need them but can’t afford them have a

pretty good idea. Flamenco shoes are a

necessary part of the dance, without which

dancers are sidelined, many of them local kids

who don’t come from families with a lot of

extra money. Some arts are like that, which

brings us to Giving Tuesday and the shoes (or

lack thereof) of Flamenco Works in Barelas.
Giving Tuesday is a global day of soliciting

donations for nonprofit organizations doing
good works in local communities. Started in
2012, Giving Tuesday is a rallying point for
organizations that are underfunded to reach
out to their neighbors and supporters to ask for
a little help. Most of the time that means
money. Money is always in short supply and
has the unique ability to transform into so
many things. Flamenco Works is among more
than 100 Albuquerque-based nonprofits that
would be delighted for your donation of
money, but this year, they want your shoes.

Dubbed “The Flamenco Shoe Drive,”
Flamenco Works is asking flamenco artists,
current or former, to dig into their closets and

donate their old shoes, skirts and accessories so
that the next generation of young flamenco
artists can thrive. It is a way that the artists in
a community can support the arts they are a
part of without shelling out money. It is
beautiful in its simplicity.

Flamenco Works’ Giving Tuesday request
also begs the question: What other arts
organizations could use your help this Tuesday
(and throughout the year)? What things can
you do to support the arts, artists and
organizations in Albuquerque that mean
something to you? Givingtuesday.org lists
organizations that are actively participating in
this year’s Dec. 3 fundraising drive and by all
means support them with your money if you
can, but many of those organizations also
maintain lists of actual items (and volunteer
activities) that they need. This Tuesday, ask
your favorite what they need. It may be
something as simple as your old shoes.  a

Donate flamenco shoes, skirts

and accessories at:

Flamenco Works

1010 Coal Ave. SW

or see flamencoworks.org for more

information

Flamenco shoes take a beating, but they still have life in them. PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDÉ



Thanks For Giving
This is the biggest week for eating out of the
entire year, no doubt about it. Obviously, you
probably have plans, which is understandable
and totally fair. I don’t want to impede or impose
myself into your life, and if you hate this, I
totally understand and will go off and quit
bothering you, but would you be interested in
some, other events? Y’know, stuff happening
that isn’t a big family dinner with a roasted
turkey and potatoes that your aunt still
managed to mess up for the third decade in a
row? Oh, you do?! Thank goodness, cause I
found some. Here! Enjoy!

No Reindeer Burgers That Day

Fuddruckers (4855 Pan American Fwy.) is
doing Breakfast with Santa, a ticketed buffet
event on Saturday, Nov. 30, starting at 8am and
leaving me with a lot of questions. First, I didn’t
know that Fuddruckers, burger city of the USA,
had buffet capabilities. Secondly, breakfast? I
feel like we keep slipping further away from the
reason I would normally enter and eat at
Fuddruckers. Will there be breakfast burgers?
Third, are we eating with Santa? Does he
awkwardly join the table? Do we sit on his lap
while chewing on a handful of bacon? The
deeper I dig, the more questions I find. The only
true way to get the answers to these questions,
and I’m sure, more, would be to attend the event
itself. Kids eat for $6, adults for $10, and Santa
himself will probably eat for free, but I imagine
they worked that out early on. For more
information, call Fuddruckers at 344-7449.

Veg Out
I avoided mentioning any places being open and
serving dinner on Thanksgiving for a few
reasons. One, there are a ton of them that you
should have no trouble finding, and, two, I
sympathize with people who are working that
day instead of getting to be with their families
and friends. That being said, the Thanksgiving
Potluck & Hike hosted by Kadampa Meditation
Center New Mexico and Meditation in Rio
Rancho fits the bill in a different way. It’s a
collective gathering of people sharing a
vegetarian meal that everyone contributes to,
followed by a group hike. It’s free to attend,
taking place on Thursday, Nov. 28, starting at
noon at the Kadampa Meditation Center New
Mexico (142 Monroe St. NE). For those looking
to avoid doing a large scale dinner on their own,
or looking for a vegetarian themed offering, this
sounds like a perfect fit and away to meet new
people and have a pleasant day. For more
information, don’t hesitate to call 292-5293. a
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The Donut Run
The local donut guide no one asked for

BY DAN PENNINGTON

I
come to you with terrible news: I was accused
of gonzo journalism. Well, I sat and reflected
on it and came to the conclusion that, yes, I

am and will continue to be. Storytelling and food
go hand in hand, and I’ve found that food
sections feel too disconnected and third-person-y
if you don’t accurately share the experience of
eating out somewhere. There should be no sterile
approach to it, no near-surgical regurgitation of a
menu that you could gain from a quick look at
the eatery in question’s Facebook page. Eating is
an experience, one that’s meant to be enjoyed
and shared, much like a good story. So I come to
you this week with something a little different
than our standard review, a story in three parts. 

The Introduction
Our introduction begins 13 years ago. A fateful
night on Thanksgiving when I was 15 years old
led to me and my best friend Patrick sneaking
out in the middle of the night in search of fast
food. The whole story would take pages, but it
ended with us behind a donut shop at 3 in the
morning, finding a box of hundreds of day-old
donuts, starting a tradition we called “The Donut
Run,” wherein we’d rope a new friend in to join
us on a quest to find tossed-out donuts to leave
on friends porches overnight, like donut fairies.
This brings us to today, where I regret to say that
friend is no longer around to share that story
anymore, but a new friend reignited the passion,
telling me they have never in their life been able
to finish a donut, and that they kind of hated
them. The twist is that other fried dough treats,
such as churros, were never a problem. The goal
became clear: A donut run, in Patrick’s memory,
to find the greatest donut in Albuquerque. 

This new friend, who we’ll call Holly
McSweetie for the purposes of this article, wasn’t
the kind to go rummaging behind donut shops,
and as a professional food writer, I personally
couldn’t bring myself to live like that either. So
we crafted a new plan. Find every local donut
purveyor in the city, and in one fell swoop, try
them all. Surely, somewhere in this city was a
shop that had the right donut for her. This led to
the creation of what I call “The Donut Map.”
Pictured here, you’ll see its 8 stops within the city
of all-local donut shops. There wasn’t a hard and
fast system for judgement—just ordering what
looked good and hoping for the best. Here’s what
we found. 

Rise + Roast
We started at Rise + Roast (401 Eubank Blvd.
SE Ste. E). Their system for selling is simple:
Glazed and signature are $1.19, classics are
$1.59, memorables are $1.79 and specialty are
$1.99, with a whole dozen going for $10.99 to
$12.99. With her affinity for churros, Holly went
with the cinnamon twist and I opted for a glazed
as well as their pumpkin cheesecake-filled donut.
Their donuts are light and flaky, soft to the bite.
There’s not a heavy sweetness in them like you’d
find in a cake donut, and the pumpkin

cheesecake cream was smooth and flavorful. As
for the cinnamon twist, herein we found our
first problem, which was that Holly loved it.
Normally, loving what you eat isn’t a problem,
but here, the journey couldn’t be over at our
first stop. Not with the map being made and
the day being planned. We chalked up a win in
the “discovery” column, but journeyed on for
the story.

Rebel Donuts
Next up was an old familiar friend, Rebel Donut
(2435 Wyoming Blvd. NE). Rebel has been
doing donuts for years, and was a go-to of mine
for many years. With a dozen classics for $11.99,
and their wide variety of donuts costing
anywhere from $1.05 to $2.29, you’re never
bereft of options. I grabbed my favorite, the
Rebel Red Velvet, and she opted for a Coconut
Cream Pie. Rebel deals in the heavier style of
cake donuts, something with a little more heft
and bite to it, helping give the flavors some
added space to work with. The smoothness of the
red velvet flavor came through wonderfully, and
the comments on the coconut cream was that it
was delicious, though the heaviness didn’t suit
her tastes. Finally, some answers to this
conundrum begin to emerge.

Bristol Doughnut Company
Bristol Doughnut Company (10301 Comanche
Rd. NE) has been on my list to visit for a while

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY DAN PENNINGTON

now. A double decker donut bus should be all
the intrigue you need to check it out. The bus
stands out, but the location didn’t. Tucked away
on the side of a parking lot, I discovered what is
arguably one of my new favorite hidden
treasures. These are handcrafted donuts ranging
from $3 to $4, and they are just flat out
amazing. Even though it was my fourth donut, I
finished every crumb because I couldn’t stop
eating it. I got the brioche-style Prickly Pear
donut with a soured prickly pear glaze that was
fruity and delightful with the flaky, chewy, fluffy
and huge donut, while Holly opted for a
cinnamon sugar. She loved it, but wait—it was
a cake donut. Was the trick cinnamon sugar?!
The mystery deepened.

Two Boys Donuts
Next was Two Boys Donuts (6400 Holly Ave.
NE Ste. H) which touted vegan donuts. With
donuts going for $2 a piece, there was a pretty
wide selection available. I opted for a vegan
donut with strawberry glaze, and my partner in
crime did blueberry with maple icing and
cinnamon sugar crumb. Mine was a raised, hers a
cake. Two points of order here, the first being I
was told there was no tasteable difference
between vegan and non-vegan, which as far as I
could tell, was true. The donut was moist,
delicate and light with a ton of flavor, showing
no signs of vegan substitutions. The second, a
woman who worked there shared a trait with
Holly in not being a fan of donuts! There are

It’s like a dream board, but with donuts. DAN PENNINGTON

SENIOR AIRMAN AUSTIN HARVILL
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more of these people!? My mind boggled. She
liked her donut, but commented that it
reminded her of pancakes, in a good way. Was
it the blueberry and maple? Probably.

Total Betty
Total Betty (7634 Louisiana Blvd. NE Ste. A)
was a last-minute recommendation that ended
up being the big surprise of the trip. I had no idea
what to expect going in, but when we stepped
through the doors, I was instantly in Southern
California. There’s an attitude out there to make
sure everything you sell is easily shareable on
social media, lending a well-lit, diverse location
prime for photographing. This is the theme here
with handmade mini-donuts, featuring a ton of
choices. A 3-pack is $3.25, but they sell them all
the way up to a 49-pack for $44.99. We opted for
the Totally Baked, a cookie dough and brownie-
centric donut; the Salted Caramel Pretzel,
which is self-explanatory; and the Churro,
which had an addition of Nutella. All three
were fantastic, and I wish I hadn’t already been
as many donuts deep that day so I could try
more. Needless to say, these bite-sized donuts are
worth your attention.

An Intermission
I want to take a second to give us a break. Some
breathing room. At this point, we had gone to
five donut shops in about an hour and a half. I
had already consumed seven donuts. We still had
three shops to go. Lethargy hit, and fear set in. Is
this a feasible task? Can one person consume so
many variants of donuts in one run? Maybe,
maybe not, but I couldn’t surrender now. I was
full, but answers were still needed. She didn’t like
donuts, so the only solution was to eat an insane
amount of them in one go. “Livin’ On A Prayer”
by Bon Jovi came on the radio, and I recognized
that we were fighting our fate at this point. This
was a destined trip, one we had to see through,
for us, for Patrick, for Albuquerque. Back on the
road we went. 

Amy’s Donuts
Amy’s Donuts (6001 San Mateo Blvd. NE Ste.
G3) was recommended by enough people that I
had to go check it out. Technically, they’re part

of a larger chain that has four other locations in
the US, but that doesn’t seem large enough to
me to disqualify them from the local donut run,
so they made the cut. A dozen of their donuts
of any kind goes for $18.50, and I say any kind
because choice is king here. With a variety of
over a hundred styles to choose from, you have
no shortage of selection. They even let you
choose your own donut filling that they will do
right in front of you. A lot of the choices are a
bit more wild than anywhere else. And we
opted for their best-seller, the Bacon Maple
Donut, which found the harmony between
salty and sweet, with a little extra chewiness
coming from the bacon.

The Witching Flour
Finally, the end of our journey. The goal was to
find a donut from The Witching Flour
(thewitchingflour.com) which does baking
independently of a shop, and then sells their
goods through other local businesses. We
scrambled and found Castle Coffee (727 Tijeras
Ave. NW). Castle Coffee is all about community,
having just recently opened in Downtown. It’s a
quiet and relaxed shop with a lot of natural light,
and they have a seriously amazing latte that you
have to check out. They also carry The Witching
Flour’s baked goods, which was convenient for us.
We split a chocolate sourdough brioche with
rosemary vanilla glaze and a brown sugar walnut
crumble. It was equal parts light and heavy, with
these wonderful bursts of flavor that danced
across the tongue. I had been bewitched by this
elaborate and fantastical donut.

Our Finale
And that was it. The final donut down, and yet,
the mystery was not totally solved. Maybe food is
subjective, and even though things may appear
similar on the outside, the magic of what happens
in the mixing bowl is what causes chance and
variance. We found no solid rhyme or reason to
the donuts Holly loved and the donuts she didn’t,
only that now she can’t claim to not like all
donuts. I was left with only one answer, and that
was my refusal to look at another donut for the
rest of the year. A baker’s dozen for the day should
last me the next month. a

My life’s work, if my life’s work is to make a map of places to eat donuts in Albuquerque.
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SUNDAY DEC 1

SATURDAY NOV 30

HANG IT UP

Ready yourself for visions of hooks and needles
because Circadian Rhythm—a body suspension
performance event featuring socially relevant and
masochistic musical performances by Voidgasm
and Crown & Casket, burlesque by Unicorn
Productions and fashion by Terese Rose Designs
Atelier—is happening at Launchpad on Saturday,
Nov. 30 beginning at 7pm. This 21-plus hangout
is bound to be a swinging affair with body
suspension performances curated by Evolution
Body Piercing. Advance tickets for this transgressive
look at how the other half lives cost but $10 at
Evolution and will also be available at the door
the night of for $15. All event proceeds benefit a
good cause, the Transgender Resource Center of
New Mexico. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL AVE SW, 9PM

alibi.com/v/6xz4. (August March) a

POETRY VOICE, PART 23V

Do you like spoken word? Do you miss the days
when the likes of Don McIver, Kenn Rodriguez and
Damien Flores ruled Burque’s poetry roost? We
can’t bring those halcyon days back, but we can
urge you to check out a most excellent spoken
word artist, Buddy Wakefield. He’ll be performing
at the Outpost Performance Space on Sunday,
Dec. 1 at 7:30pm in a show that features a for real
world champion spoken word artist. Wakefield is on
his A Choir of Honest Killers World Tour and reads
from his visceral, raw and intensely insouciant
work. Readings by local wordsmiths begin the
evening, so you can only hope for your (previously
mentioned) heroes to make an appearance. Tickets
for this all-ages slam cost $10 to $15, so go with
the flow and let those poets know! OUTPOST

PERFORMANCE SPACE 210 YALE BLVD SE, 7 TO 9PM

alibi.com/v/6wb5. (August March) a

MAGICAL PASSES

Do the dark arts confound, terrify and
entice you? Then you’re invited to marvel
at the magical menagerie on display at
the Hocus Pocus Magic Show this
Saturday, Nov. 30, during two
performances at KiMo Theatre. Freak
out at the powers of prestidigitation and
illusion exhibited by the world’s top
magicians. Enjoy performances of magic,
comedy, juggling and other unusual acts
starring an all new cast of award-winning
magicians from Las Vegas and Hollywood.
Tickets for this all-ages show range
from $20 to $45. The weirdness starts
at 3pm and then again at 7pm. KIMO

THEATRE 423 CENTRAL AVE NW, 3PM

alibi.com/v/6wmy. (Joshua Lee) a

X MARKS THE
SPOT

Celebrate the first called until
last call at Two Fools Tavern on
Saint Andrew’s Day on Saturday,
Nov. 30 from 11am to 11pm.
Hike up your kilt for a day full
of bagpipes, Scotch and haggis
in recognition of this Scottish
national holiday honoring the
patron saint of Scotland, Andrew
the Apostle. For more information
on this free, 21-plus event,
see 2foolstavern.com. TWO FOOLS

TAVERN 3211 CENTRAL AVE NE,

11AM TO 11PM alibi.com/v/6yfm.

(Clarke Condé) a

SENSITIVE SANTA

Seeing Santa at the mall can easily be
traumatic for anyone experiencing full-blown
sensory overload thanks to Christmas lights,
animatronic candy canes, pointy-shoed elves
and tons of other kids in various conditions
of excitement. If you are a child on the
special needs spectrum, it can be overwhelming.
Santa, long known for being as inclusive as
he is jolly, doesn’t want to leave anyone out
this Christmas so he is inviting children with
special needs to a toned-down, sensory-
friendly visit at Cottonwood Mall on Sunday,
Dec. 1 from 9am to 10am. This free, all-ages
event is quieter, with muted lights and
alternate seating options for Santa photos. To
learn more and RSVP, see cottonwoodmall.com.
COTTONWOOD MALL 10000 COORS BYPASS NW, 9 TO

10AM alibi.com/v/6yfl. (Clarke Condé) a

DROSSELMEYER THE
MAGICIAN

At the end of the 19th century, Russian composer
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovksy composed The Nutcracker,
a ballet in two acts. The work became extremely
popular in the middle of the 20th century and has
since become a holiday favorite. It tells the tale of
magical mice warriors, tin and gingerbread soldiers,
a wooden hero who comes alive early Christmas
morning and the ubiquitous Sugar Plum Fairy.
Concertgoers experience a fully staged version of
this lavish production presented by the New Mexico
Ballet Company and the New Mexico Philharmonic

at Popejoy Hall. The timeless storytelling continues through Sunday, Dec. 8 with performances on Saturday, Nov. 30
at 7pm; Sunday, Dec. 1 at 2pm; Saturday, Dec. 7 at 2pm and 7pm and Sunday, Dec. 8 at 2pm. Tickets for this glorious,
family friendly vision of the season range from $11 to $55 and are available at newmexicoballetcompany.com/event/the-
nutcracker. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL DR NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/6yfp. (August March) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF NEW MEXICO BALLET COMPANY

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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THURSDAY NOV 28
NORTH DOMINGO BACA PARK Running Medicine

4th Annual Gratitude Run,Walk and Bike.
Celebrate gratitude with a 5k, 1 or 2 mile run or

walk, 400m dash or a 3 to 10 mile bike ride.
Participants are encouraged to bring donations to

be shared with local families in need. 7521
Carmel Ave NE. 9am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6xbi.

COMMUNITY
FRIDAY NOV 29
THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Fedora. Enjoy a pop-up shop

and browse through collections of vintage clothing to find some-

thing perfect and unique. 206 Broadway SE. 4-8pm. ALL-AGES!

639-5831. alibi.com/v/6xsa.

LEARN
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER

Duolingo Spanish and Ingles Event. Learn bilingualism in Spanish

and English through conversation, film and music. 7521 Carmel

Ave NE. 6:30-8pm. 13+. (540) 461-2276. alibi.com/v/6vkj.

SANDIA LABORATORY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION Kir tland

Toastmasters. Take a public speaking class and improve leadership

skills. 1301 Britt St. SE. 7:30-8:30am. 18+. 265-3087.

alibi.com/v/6vfl.

CANNABIS
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Bud’s WAP. Bud’s weekly aggregation of

patients is a medical cannabis sharing and educational event

hosted by Sheridan Lund. You must have proof of a medical

cannabis card and photo ID. 526 Washington St. $8. 6:30-8pm.

21+. alibi.com/v/6qj2.

SATURDAY NOV 30
HYATT REGENCY TAMAYA RESORT, Santa Ana Pueblo Holiday

Kick-Off with Horses. Bring the family out for activities at the

stables, enjoy goodies and meet the horses. All proceeds benefit

Tamaya Horse Rehab. 1300 Tuyuna Trail. $15. 1:30-4:30pm.

ALL-AGES! 269-5410. alibi.com/v/6xhu.

OUTDOOR
WILDLIFE RESCUE OF NEW MEXICO Holiday Wild: To Support

Wildlife Rescue. Hawks, falcons, owls and vultures are back to

welcome holidays visitors with snacks, entertainment, raffles and

baked goods and unique gifts. Proceeds benefit the rescue. 2901

Candelaria NW. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 344-2550.

alibi.com/v/6xi9.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO The Mirror of

Dharma. Learn to improve inner qualities, see the true meaning

of human life, bring clarity to how we live and bring true peace

and happiness for ourselves and others. 142 Monroe St NE.

$40. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 292-5393. alibi.com/v/6wks.

RW & CO. DAY SPA Small Business Saturday Holiday Craft Fair.

Enjoy local vendors for a unique shopping experience with holistic

health demonstrations including fire-cupping and reiki by

Wethington holistic arts. 1615 San Pedro Dr NE. 10am-4pm.

ALL-AGES! 339-9588. alibi.com/v/6xpd.

SUNDAY DEC 1

PETS
BOOFY’S BEST FOR PETS Santa Claws Holiday Pet Photos. Dress

pets up in their holiday best for photos with Santa Claws and

proceeds benefit F.A.T. Katz. Well-behaved pets and humans are

welcome. 8201 Golf Course Rd NW. $10. 11am-4pm. ALL-AGES!

890-0757. alibi.com/v/6y6g.

MONDAY DEC 2
50/50 COFFEE HOUSE Nerd Night. Nerd out with D&D, Magic

the Gathering, Monopoly, Scrabble and more. Bring your own

game or use one from the shop. 2122 Central Ave SE. 4-8pm.

ALL-AGES! 639-4334. alibi.com/v/6sry.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Mineral Monday. Talk with experts about minerals in your collection

and learn the difference between rock, gems and minerals. 1801

Mountain Rd NW. 2-5pm. ALL-AGES! 841-2840. alibi.com/v/6xuf.

PETS
BEST FRIENDS PET SERVICES Pet Loss Group. A group supporting

those who have lost or anticipate the loss of an animal

companion. 924 Menaul NE. $20. 5-6pm. 18+. 265-3087.

alibi.com/v/6vgx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER LGBTQIA Square

Dance. Wilde Bunch Square Dance Club holds an open house

with basic square dance calls and no partner required. All are

welcome. 4915 Hawkins St NE. 7-9pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6bgv.

TUESDAY DEC 3
GREEN JEANS FARMERY The Next Generation: N.M. Munch. A

safe, inclusive space for younger kinksters to meet their peers

and explore their dark side in a welcoming, accepting environment

open to those 18 to 35. 3600 Cutler Ave NE. 6-8pm. 18+.

alibi.com/v/6a31.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALLEY KATS TAP COMPANY Rise of the Goddess Burlesque Class.

Learn the art of tease from leading members of th local burlesque

scene. Topics change weekly and are for both new and experienced

performers of all backgrounds. Pre-registration recommended.

222 Truman St NE. $10. 7:30-8:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6y32.

WEDNESDAY DEC 4
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Winter Open House.

Celebrate friends, family and give back to the community with music

by celebrated harpist Julianne Rivera, crafts for all ages, refreshments,

hot drinks and a festive atmosphere. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 4:30-6pm.

ALL-AGES! 891-5013. alibi.com/v/6xsx.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Butt Stuff: How to Experiment with Anal Play. This

technique-focused class turns anal fantasies into reality for folks

wanting to take their anal play to deeper penetration, prostate,

pegging, butt plug wearing and other anal adventures. 112

Morningside Dr NE. $15-$20. 5:30-7pm. 18+. 265-5815.

alibi.com/v/6xvu.
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TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Emo Night: Scene to Be Seen •

post-harcore, pop-punk • 7:30pm

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Roger Jameson and the Jaded Heart

Trio • heartland, folk rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM North

American Comedy Tour • stand-up comedy • 8pm • $15-$20 •

ALL-AGES!

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The One Night

Stanleys • long-form improv comedy • 10:15pm

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-Up Spectacular •

stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • $5 • 18+

SUNDAY DEC 1
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Daigle and McLauchlin Duo • Americana,

bluegrass • 4pm • FREE

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Sage Cornelius • variety • 4pm • $20 •

ALL-AGES!

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR,

Bernalillo Felix y los Gatos •

Americana, blues, rock, Creole •

9pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Beeso

Beats • variety • Myname.Isty • Antro •

Ryan Dennison • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN

RESTAURANT Lani Nash • singer-

songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY

Mike Butterfield and the 10

O’clock Blues • blues, rock • 7pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!

THIRSTY EYE BREWING

COMPANY Gabe Fosse • acoustic

flamenco guitar • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Jazz

Brasiliero • Brazillian jazz, bossa

nova • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK

Porter Draw • alt.country,

Americana, bluegrass • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE

DJ Nicolatron • indie, dance, disco •

6pm

COMEDY
KILT CHECK BREWING

COMPANY Ultimate Comedy Fight

Club • stand-up comedy • 8:30pm

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE

LABORATORY Headliners 505

Comedy Presents Friday Night

Fools • stand-up comedy • 9:30pm •

$10 • 18+

SATURDAY NOV 30
B2B2 BARRIO UPTOWN Shimon’s Free Agents • jazz • 6:30pm • FREE

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Senior

Moments • variety • 4:30pm • Trinity Soul • variety • 7pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!

CELLAR BAR AT ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Roger Jameson and

the Jaded Heart Trio • heartland, folk rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Sim Balkey and The Honky Tonk Crew • country •

6pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Fat City • hip-hop,

R&B, funk • 9pm • FREE • 21+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Felix y los Gatos •

Americana, blues, rock, Creole • 9pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Automatic Empire • Lindy Vision • electronic,

pop • Red Light Cameras • indie rock • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. David Garcia • singer-songwriter • 6pm

THURSDAY NOV 28
RED VELVET UNDERGROUND South3rn Turpike3 Broth3rz • variety •

7pm • $5 • 21+

FRIDAY NOV 29
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM Lexie

Pettis • variety • 4:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Monica

Otero • variety • 4:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Austin Van • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Fat City • hip-hop,

R&B, funk • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Sage Cornelius • variety • 7:30pm • $20 •

ALL-AGES!

HUSH ULTRA NIGHTLIFE Black Friday Party • Twista • hip-hop • 7:30pm

LAUNCHPAD Sweet Nothin • variety • 9pm

LAVA ROCK BREWING COMPANY Dos Pendejos • variety • 8pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!

MUSIC

FRIDAY NOV 29
& SUNDAY DEC 1

SANDIA RESORT &
CASINO 20th Annual Rio

Grande Holiday Show. Kick
off holiday shopping and
find memorable and orig-

inal gifts, including pottery,
handmade leather goods,
one-of-a-kind jewelry or a

piece of fine art. 30
Rainbow Rd NE. $10.

10am-5pm. ALL-AGES!
292-7457.

alibi.com/v/6sf4.

WEDNESDAY DEC 4
LAUNCHPAD Three Bad Jacks • rock • Cowboys and

Indian • rockabilly • Now Or Never • Shadow Creeps • 9pm
THURSDAY NOV 28
ENCHANTED CIRCLE BREWING Steak Night Thursdays. Enjoy
delicious steak with a pint on the most delicious night of the
week. 6001 San Mateo Blvd NE. 4-9pm. ALL-AGES! 433-2642.
alibi.com/v/6xqe.

PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Community Pot Luck Dinner. Enjoy a
community meal at the art and education center. Don’t forget
to bring a contribution. 526 Washington St. FREE. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! (512) 573-5279. alibi.com/v/6qih.

FRIDAY NOV 29
HOTEL CHACO Farm To Table Dinner Series. Enjoy a five-course
plated dinner with wine pairings featuring special guests Farmer’s
Daughters. 2000 Bellamah Ave NW. $80. 7:15-9pm. 21+.
222-8740. alibi.com/v/6x6f.

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers’ Market. Enjoy live
music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319 Fifth
Street SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119. alibi.com/v/6el2.

SATURDAY NOV 30
THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Smokin’ Saturdays. Mighty
Mike’s Meats is smokin’ on the patio. 206 Broadway SE. 4-8pm.
21+. alibi.com/v/6ql9.

FOOD

ARTS & LIT

CALENDARS

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

SATURDAY NOV 30
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Holiday Art Market Days. Support local artists

and their causes by purchasing Native American art and jewelry, glass

arts, sewn and woven crafts, visual art pieces and many other items.

526 Washington St. 11am-5pm. ALL-AGES! (512) 573-5279.

alibi.com/v/6xs6.

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO 20th Annual Rio Grande Holiday Show.

30 Rainbow Rd NE. $10. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/29 listing.

WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Eleven Authors for Indies First. NM authors

are on-hand as guest booksellers for 75 to 90 minutes each  as they

recommend books that have influenced them or they’ve enjoyed

reading, in addition to promoting their titles. 5850 Eubank Blvd NE.

10:30am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/6xbb.

SONG & DANCE
ST. JOHN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Quintessence Messiah.

Bring in the holiday season and sign Handel’s glorious Messiah accom-

panied by a professional chamber orchestra. 2626 Arizona St NE.

$5-$10. 3pm. 672-8863. alibi.com/v/6xxm.

FILM
TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Movie Release Party. In Their Own

Words, Billy the Kid and The Lincoln County War premieres along with

live music from the film and a meet and greet with the cast and crew.

5720 McMahon Blvd NW. 6-8pm. alibi.com/v/6xe3.

SUNDAY DEC 1
SANDIA RESORT & CASINO 20th Annual Rio Grande Holiday Show.

30 Rainbow Rd NE. $10. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/29 listing.

SONG & DANCE
KIMO THEATRE Albuquerque Concert Band Holiday Concert. Put on

festive gear and get your singing voices ready to sing along with the

band as they play holiday favorites. 423 Central Ave NW. 3-4pm.

ALL-AGES! 768-3522. alibi.com/v/6xh1.

WEDNESDAY DEC 4

SONG & DANCE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER David Archuleta. The “American

Idol” Season 7 runner-up performs live with hits from his many albums.

1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 7:30-9pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/6xza.

LAUNCHPAD Ryan Caraveo • hip-hop, electronic • 8pm

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND South3rn Turpike3 Broth3rz • variety •

7pm • $5 • 21+

SISTER The Dust City Opera • folk rock orchestra • August James • The

Timewreckers • cosmic country • 7pm • $5

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop,

blues, mellow rock • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM

Smooth Sunday Comedy Open Mic • stand-up comedy • 7:30pm •

FREE • 21+

MONDAY DEC 2
ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Goo Goo Dolls • alt.rock • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Yacht • electronic, experimental, indie pop • 8pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY OG Monday: A Comedy Open Mic •

stand-up comedy • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY DEC 3
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER A$AP Ferg • hip-hop • 8pm

HOLLOW SPIRITS DISTILLERY Trip Americano • mariachi • 7pm •

FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Nile • metal • 7:30pm

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Folk Festival Jam • 7pm • FREE •

21+

WEDNESDAY DEC 4
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Chris Ravin

Band • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Jill Frankel • variety • 7pm • FREE •

21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. John Calvin Abney • folk, rock • 7pm

COMEDY
ENCHANTED CIRCLE BREWING ’80s Name That Tune: Interactive

Trivia • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual Wednesdays

Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS “It’s Always Sunny In Philadelphia”

Trivia • 7pm
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time before the toy line’s European
equivalent jumped in with its own CGI
spin-off. In it, two orphaned kids find
themselves transported into a tiny
Playmobil playset world come to life. Daniel
Radcliffe, Jim Gaffigan, Adam Lambert,
Kenan Thompson and Meghan Trainor
provide voices for the various toys
(everything from pirates to robots to
Vikings to fairy godmothers).

DECEMBER 13
Black Christmas
Bob Clark’s 1974 cult classic holiday
slasher—about a group of female students
stalked by a stranger during Christmas
break—gets a feminst reboot thanks to
writer/director Sophia Takal. Imogen Poots
(Fright Night, Green Room) heads the cast.

Bombshell
Margot Robbie, Charlize Theron and Nicole
Kidman star in this ripped-from-the-
headlines drama about a group of women

(Megyn Kelly and Gretchen Carlson among
them) who decide to take on Fox News
head Roger Ailes (John Lithgow) and the
sexist corporate atmosphere he promoted.

Jumaniji: The Next Level
Dwayne Johnson, Karen Gillan, Jack Black
and Kevin Hart are back as a group of
friends transported back into their digital
avatars in the magical video game Jumanji.
This time around, the rules have changed,
and the quartet find themselves navigating
new landscapes—from snowy mountaintops
to arid deserts. Awkwafina, Nick Jonas and
Danny DeVito are among the new cast
members for this go-around.

A Hidden Life
Acclaimed director Terrence Malick
(Badlands, Days of Heaven, The Thin Red
Line, The Tree of Life) returns with this
biopic about Austrian Franz Jägerstätter, a
conscientious objector who refused to fight
for the Nazis in World War II—and was

eventually declared a martyr and beatified
by the Catholic Church.

Richard Jewell
Clint Eastwood directs this biopic about
American security guard Richard Jewell,
who was briefly considered a suspect in the
1996 Summer Olympic bombing in Atlanta.
The film documents Jewell’s “trial by
media,” which took a huge toll on his
personal and professional life—before his
eventual exoneration (and the capture of
the actual bomber).

DECEMBER 20
Cats
The enduringly popular stage musical by
Andrew Lloyd Webber (and based on some
weird-ass cat poems by T.S. Eliot) comes to
life on the big screen. Idris Elba, Ian
McKellen, Rebel Wilson, Judi Dench,
Taylor Swift, James Corden, Jennifer
Hudson and Jason Derulo are among the
actors wearing CGI cat suits and singing
about “the Heavyside Layer.”

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
Director J.J. Abrams closes out this latest
Star Wars trilogy by setting up one final
battle between the forces of good (embodied
by Daisey Ridley’s Rey) and the forces of
evil (led by Adam Driver’s Kylo Ren). Also,
Lando Calrissian (Billy Dee Williams) and
Emperor Palpatine (Ian McDiarmid) are
back for old times’ sake.

DECEMBER 25
1917
Sam Mendes (American Beauty,
Revolutionary Road, Skyfall) directs the epic
and technically ingenious tale of World War
I. Two young British privates are given the
impossible mission of delivering a message

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Between Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year’s Eve, Hollywood figures most
Americans have a decent amount of
vacation time on their hands. As a result
the coming month (or so) is crammed with
big-time movie releases. This time of the
year, studios are eagerly releasing both epic
popcorn movies (Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker, Jumanji: The Next Level) and
small-scale Oscar bait (Richard Jewell, Just
Mercy) hoping you’ll give them the gift of a
huge box office. So what do we have
waiting for us at the cineplexes this holiday
season? Let’s take a look!
Note: All opening dates are subject to change.

DECEMBER 6
Waves
A cocky high school athlete and his
introspective younger sister are at the
center of this lavishly praised film fest
favorite. The story traces the journey of a
suburban family, led by a well-intentioned
but domineering father, as they try to come
together in the aftermath of a devastating
loss. Up-and-coming indie filmmaker Trey
Edward Shults (Krishna, It Comes at Night)
writes and directs.

The Aeronauts
Felicity Jones and Eddie Redmayne (who
appeared together in The Theory of
Everything) star in this historical adventure
tale about a pilot and a scientist in the mid-
1800s who find themselves in an epic fight
for survival while attempting to break a
world record in a gas balloon. 

Playmobil: The Movie
Warner Bros. made a lot of money of The
LEGO Movie, so it was only a matter of

FEATURE | HOLIDAY FILM GUIDE
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deep within enemy territory, preventing
1,600 young soldiers from walking into a
trap. This entire film, inspired by a true
historical incident, is shot and edited to
appear as a single, uninterrupted take
unfolding in real time.

Little Women
Indie writer/director/actress Greta Gerwig
(Mistress America, Frances Ha, Lady Bird)
offers up her take on Louisa May Alcott’s
literary classic. Saoirse Ronan, Emma
Watson, Florence Pugh, Laura Dern, Meryl
Streep, Bob Odenkirk and Timothée
Chalamet are among the cast.

Spies in Disguise
Will Smith offers up his voice to this
cartoon about an international superspy
who gets turned into a pigeon. He’s a
pigeon. But he’s still got to save the world.
That’s the situation. Will Smith is a pigeon.

JANUARY 3
The Grudge
We already had the Japanese films Ju-On:
The Curse, Ju-On: The Curse 2, Ju-On: The
Grudge, Ju-On: The Grudge 2, Ju-On: The
Beginning of the End and Ju-On: The Final
Curse as well as the American films The
Grudge, The Grudge 2 and The Grudge 3—
almost all of which are just remakes/reboots
of the first film. Here’s yet another one,
which is said to have little to do with the
previous films—other than the fact that it’s
about a house cursed by a vengeful ghost.

JANUARY 10
The Informer
Joel Kinnaman (Robocop, Suicide Squad) is
an ex-con working undercover for tHe FBI.
He intentionally gets himself incarcerated
again in order to infiltrate the Polish mob at
a maximum security prison.

Just Mercy
World renowned civil rights attorney Bryan
Stevenson (Michael B. Jordan) takes on the
case of Walter McMillian (Jamie Foxx), a
man wrongfully imprisoned for the murder
of a white woman. This legal drama is based
on a true case from the early ’90s.

Like a Boss
Two female friends (Rose Byrne, Tiffany
Haddish) with very different ideals decide
to start a beauty company together. One is
more practical and business-oriented, while
the other just wants to earn a fortune and
live a lavish lifestyle. This comedy comes
from edgy indie director Miguel Arteta (Star
Maps, Chuck & Buck, Youth in Revolt, The
Good Girl)

My Spy
In the wacky Hollywood tradition of
musclebound tough guys getting saddled
with cute little kids, wrestler-turned-actor
Dave Bautista (Guardians of the Galaxy,
Stuber) stars as a hardened CIA operative
who finds himself going undercover to look
after a precocious 9-year-old girl. Hijinks
ensue.

Underwater
The crew of an underwater research facility
finds themselves trapped on the bottom of
the ocean after an earthquake devastates
their laboratory. But the earthquake lets
loose a horde of subterranean monsters,
forcing the crew to fight for their lives in
more ways than one. Kristen Stewart
(Twilight, Charlie’s Angels) tops the cast list
of this waterlogged horror/disaster flick.

JANUARY 17
Bad Boys For Life
Belated sequels, prequels and reboots of
series we’ve had our fill of haven’t done all
that well at the box office lately. (See for
reference: Terminator: Dark Fate, Charlie’s
Angels). But Will Smith and Martin
Lawrence have bills to pay. So they’re back
doing the mismatched buddy cop thing after
a leisurely 17-year hiatus.

Dolittle
The original 1967 film Doctor Dolittle (based
on Hugh Lofting’s kids’ book series) was a
colossal failure that nearly bankrupted 20th
Century Fox. But that hasn’t stopped
Universal from attempting a new version
starring Robert Downey Jr. as a Victorian
physician who discovers he can talk to
animals. Rami Malek, Octavia Spencer,
Kumail Nanjiani, John Cena and Emma
Thompson line up to provide the animal
voices. a
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relatives celebrating the writer’s 85th
birthday. There’s entrepreneurial daughter
Linda (Jamie Lee Curtis), good ole boy son-
in-law Richard (Don Johnson), black sheep
grandson Ransom (Chris Evans), overworked
number one son Walt (Michael Shannon),
woo-woo widowed daughter-in-law Joni (Toni
Collette) and a handful of other spouses and
offspring. But the happy occasion ends in
tragedy when the next morning Harlan’s dead
body is discovered—ostensibly the result of a
bloody suicide.

The local police (including LaKeith
Stanfield and Noah Segan) aren’t so
convinced. There’s also the fact that
renowned private detective Benoit Blanc
(James Bond himself, Daniel Craig) is on the
scene, hired by a mysteriously unknown party
and sent to the scene of Thrombey’s possible
murder. The laconic detective soon joins
forces with Thrombey’s personal nurse, Marta
(Ana de Armas from Blade Runner 2020).
Everybody in the family, it seems, had motive
(financial, mostly) to kill off old Thrombey
and just about all of them have deep, dark
secrets to keep. Innocent, wide-eyed Marta
isn’t immune from that secret-keeping either.
She just accomplishes it while tagging
alongside our intrepid detective.

Johnson takes Knives Out in an over-the-
top-and-back-again direction. There is a dose
of wry humor here and a manic checkoff list
of several dozen genre clichés. But what seems
like it could be a rather outrageous riff on the
whodunit genre ends up right back where it
started as a mostly respectable member of the
long-standing fraternity. 

As a rule-following whodunit, Johnson’s
script is required to jump though an awful lot
of logical hoops. He does settle on a clever
variation on the theme, spilling a number of
surprising secrets early on—only to find some
crazy new twists in the final act. The eventual
solution to it all holds up just fine, but requires
a string of mightily convoluted motives,
actions, coincidences, suppositions and red
herrings. In the real world, of course, murders
don’t look or feel anything like this. But in the
cloistered drawing rooms of Agatha Christie,
G.K. Chesterton, Dorothy L. Sayers, John
Dickson Carr and Ellery Queen, this sort of
comically complex narrative is perfectly
acceptable—even expected.

The all-star cast isn’t exactly required to do
a lot of heavy lifting here. Sit around an oak-
lined study, act suspicious, argue with relatives,
hold up under police interrogation: That’s
pretty much the routine. But everyone at least
seems to be having fun with the assignment,
hamming it up appropriately. Craig, with his
lazy Southern drawl, has the most fun.
Between this and his kooky turn in Steven
Soderbergh’s Logan Lucky, Craig is really
learning to loosen up on screen. Here’s hoping
he tries out more comedy once he’s free of the
self-serious Bond franchise. The Cuban-born
de Armas, well-established as a movie and TV
star in Spain, serves as Knives Out’s main
character for most of the film’s runtime and
makes a solid case for future stateside stardom. 

It’s not like Johnson has built a better
mousetrap here (or a better The Mousetrap, for
that matter). In the final tally—when our
detective pulls out the tiny manila envelope
and reads off the correct cards for suspect,
room and murder weapon—this murder
mystery riff-off doesn’t break any particularly
new ground. It is, however, a stylish and clever
puzzle goosed up with plenty of modern brio
(references to incels and immigration reform
pepper the film’s impolite conversation). And
that’s probably all audiences require. If you
like your mysteries done up old school, Knives
Out is the genre-loving homage you’ve been
searching for. a

Knives Out
Old-fashioned murder mystery plays by the rules

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Tapeheads
Video Store, Albuquerque’s one and only video
store, is going out of business—which may
come as a surprise to those who were unaware
of its existence in the first place. In fact, “Video
Store” does not and never has existed. But that
isn’t preventing it from having a going out of
business sale. … Allow me to explain: Local cine
arts organization Basement Films is sponsoring
a special pop-up event/fundraiser, just in time
for the holiday shopping season. On Nov. 29
(Black Friday!) and Nov. 30 (Dark Gray
Saturday?), from 1 to 8pm each day, Video
Store’s fictional going out of business sale
takes place at 1415 Fourth St. SW. Though the
store may be fake, the sale is real. Over 1,300
actual new (circa 1989) and used video tapes
are on sale for $1 each. Everything must go!
Organizers will be serving coffee and popcorn.
Gift wrapping is available for 50 cents. They’ll
also be raffling off a TV set with a built-in VCR,
in case you need something on which to watch
your new purchases. So if you’re a serious
collector of VHS tapes—or you just want to
revel in the stale carpet and headcleaner-
scented atmosphere of an honest-to-goodness
video store—travel back to the late-’80s and
get shopping.

Check Every Bulb
Albuquerque Film & Music Experience and
O’Niell’s Pub usher in the Christmas season
with a “Dinner & a Movie” screening of National
Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation. This 1989
classic stars Chevy Chase, Beverly D’Angelo,
Johnny Galecki, Juliette Lewis and (of course)
Randy Quaid as Cousin Eddie. The screening
gets underway Wednesday, Dec. 4, at 7pm at
O’Niell’s in Nob Hill (4310 Central Ave. SE).
Admission is free, but you gotta pay for your
own food and beer.

The Kid Stays in the Picture
The locally lensed, historically based Western
In Their Own Words: Billy the Kid & the Lincoln
Country War premieres Saturday, Dec. 7, at the
Community House in Fort Sumner, N.M. (site of
poor Billy’s untimely demise). In the film Billy
the Kid (Daniel Cruz), Pat Garrett (Kelly Kidd)
and 14 of their friends and enemies are
“interviewed” about what really happened back
in 1881. If you can’t make it out to Fort Sumner,
you can catch a “sneak preview” movie release
party right here in Albuquerque. On Saturday,
Nov. 30, from 6 to 8pm, Tractor Brewing
Westside (5720 McMahon Blvd. NW) hosts the
film’s writer-director Michael Anthony
Giudicissi as well as several other members of
the cast and crew who helped bring these
historical figures back to life. See a trailer for
the film and listen to some live music from the
soundtrack. For more info, go to
mankindpro.com/itow.

Welcome to …
The Albuquerque Film & Music Experience and
the New Mexico Museum of Natural History &
Science (1801 Mountain Rd. NW) team up for
one final cinematic experience. On Saturday,
Nov. 30, at 3pm the NMMNH’s DynaTheater
screens Steven Spielberg’s 1993 science fiction
fave Jurassic Park. Tickets for the dinosaur-
loaded flick are $10 general admission or $7.50
for Museum Foundation members and AFME
sponsors. To get those tickets in advance, go to
naturalhistoryfoundation.org/afmx-movie-
series. a

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

B
efore he graduated to big-time Hollywood
status directing 2017’s Star Wars: Episode
VIII: The Last Jedi, filmmaker Rian

Johnson started out his feature film career with
the 2005 cult film Brick. That hidden gem
stars Joseph Gordon-Levitt as a high school
loner who gets caught up in the underworld of
a high school crime ring while investigating
the mysterious disappearance of his ex-
girlfriend. An innovative (and entirely self-
conscious) rumination on movie genres, Brick
combines the hardboiled film noir argot of
John Huston’s The Maltese Falcon with the
existential teenage angst of John Hughes’
Pretty In Pink. Rian’s newest is an equally self-
conscious “movie” movie. Drunk on the
“whodunit” genre of Agatha Christie novels
(and the countless movie adaptations/homages
that have sprung from them), Johnson has
written and directed an old-fashioned,
giddy fun, star-studded murder mystery in
Knives Out.

Christie’s novels, stuffed as they are with
suspects and potential victims, have long been
the source for ensemble-cast cinema. Sidney
Lumet’s 1974 adaptation of Murder on the
Orient Express, for example, boasted Albert
Finney, Lauren Bacall, Ingrid Bergman,
Jacqueline Bisset, Sean Connery, John
Gielgud, Anthony Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave
and Michael York, while the 2017 version had
Kenneth Branagh, Daisy Ridley, Johnny
Depp, Penélope Cruz, Josh Gad, Derek Jacobi,
Judi Dench and Michelle Pfeiffer. While
Knives Out isn’t actually based on any specific
work of Christie’s, Johnson takes the
opportunity to recruit his own killer cast.

Our live-action version of Clue (complete
with mansion, suspects, weapons and a dead
body) takes place in rural Massachusetts. The
sprawling, Gothic Revival manse of world-
famous mystery novelist Harlan Thrombey
(Christoper Plummer) is chockablock with

Knives Out

Written and directed by Rian Johnson
Starring Daniel Craig, Ana de Armas, Chris
Evans, Toni Colette, Christopher Plummer,

Jamie Lee Curtis
Rated PG-13

Opens Tuesday 11/26.

Someone here is a murderer!
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Daemon Seed
“His Dark Materials” on HBO

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

H
aving recently wrapped up its adaptation of
George R.R. Martin’s “Game of Thrones”
series after eight successful seasons, HBO

was on the lookout for another literary fantasy
to attract viewers’ attention. They found it in
the form of Philip Pullman’s “His Dark
Materials” novels. For all its sex and violence
and plus-sized cast list, Martin’s books are
traditional fantasy—sword and sorcery, wrapped
up in medieval European trappings. Pullman’s
books, however, are something else entirely.

Marketed as Young Adult literature—
despite some heavy thematic material—the
books take place in an alternate universe
version of the United Kingdom. In this world
an all-powerful church (known as The
Magisterium) rules over the land and the souls
of human beings exist outside their bodies in
the form of animal companions (known as
daemons). Also, there are warlike tribes of
talking polar bears in the far north. And some
witches. It’s a unique and imaginative world
Pullman created—one that isn’t easy to explain
quickly or to translate easily onto the screen. 

In 2007 New Line Cinema tried to adapt the
first book in Pullman’s original trilogy, The Golden
Compass, as a feature film. Thanks to significant
script changes, a number of recuts and the studio’s
insistence on an “upbeat” ending, the film failed
to capture much of the book’s philosophical spirit.
Though the special effects were top-notch, and
the film looked appropriately spectacular.

HBO’s adaptation—which will presumably
work its way through Pullman’s books The Golden
Compass, The Subtle Knife and The Amber
Spyglass—starts by introducing us to its 12-year-old
protagonist, Lyra Belacqua. Played with a
restrained feral energy and sharp precociousness by

Dafne Keen (so excellent in 2017’s Logan), Lyra is
an orphan who has spent her entire life at Oxford’s
Jordan Collage. She was brought there as a baby by
her adventurous uncle, Lord Asriel (James
McAvoy), and remains there under the protection
of “academic sanctuary” (making it one of the few
places The Magisterium has no authority). 

But when young children start disappearing all
across the countryside, Lyra finds herself pulled
into a dark conspiracy. Soon, Lyra and her
daemon Pan (voiced by Kit Connor) are sent to
London to live with the mysterious Mrs. Coulter
(Ruth Wilson). Mrs. Coulter has a long and
tangled relationship with Lord Asriel, who’s off in
the far north investigating a mysterious substance
known as “Dust”—which appears to hint at the
existence of other, parallel universes. This is just
the beginning of a story that becomes increasingly
fantastical and complex by its conclusion.

HBO’s adaptation takes a number of liberties
with Pullman’s novels. For starters, it removes the
story from its steampunk Victorian setting and
pushes it forward to modern-day England

(although, for some reason, The Magisterium still
employs dirigibles). This certainly makes the
show cheaper to produce, but robs it of the
instantaneous feeling of being in a whole other
universe (something the film version actually
accomplished well). 

The series simultaneously beefs up the
presence of The Magisterium and dials it back.
Pullman’s books have a heavily anti-religious
theme, which has made them a target of much
controversy. (Pullman has denied that, but his
books are a self-conscious inversion of Milton’s
Paradise Lost, chronicling mankind’s journey
toward Original Sin. Also, one of the main
characters is essentially on a quest to kill God. So
make of that what you will.) Like the ’07 movie,
“His Dark Materials” tamps down a lot of the
religious overtones, making The Magisterium
more of an evil government than an evil church.
The character of Lord Boreal, a shifty agent of
The Magisterium’s General Oblation Board, is
expanded. In the first episode, he’s there popping
through a dimensional rift into “our” universe
(which is a little confusing, since his version of
England now looks exactly like ours—minus the
animalistic daemons). This introduces the idea of
parallel universes much quicker, but steals away
the multiverse-building sense of discovery in the
novels. Like televised adaptations of “Game of
Thrones” and “The Expanse” before it, “His Dark
Materials” presses the fast forward button on
certain story threads, while slow-walking others.

All in all “His Dark Materials” is a seriously
produced, professionally acted version of its
source material. It’s intriguing enough to merit a
full season of viewing. But until the show is forced
to address the deeper theological themes and
wilder cosmological implications of Pullman’s
later books, it remains to be seen just how
successful “His Dark Materials” really is. a

“His Dark Materials” airs Mondays at 7pm on HBO.

THE WEEK IN

sportscaster) wander around Walt Disney
World Resort looking at shiny things.

“Garth Brooks Yankee Stadium Concert”
(A&E 7pm) ’Tis the season for cheaply
produced concert specials. Particularly
those of the country variety.

FRIDAY 29

“The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show”
(Amazon Prime streaming anytime) Well,
whatta ya know: A cheaply produced
concert special of the country variety.

“The Movies That Made Us” (Netflix
streaming anytime) Famous actors and
filmmakers (Dan Aykroyd, Daniel Stern,
Ivan Reitman, Chris Columbus) look back
on the biggest blockbusters in movie
history—most of which you probably can’t
watch on Netflix anymore.

“Harley Quinn” (DC Direct streaming
anytime) The long-promised Harley Quinn
“adult animated” series shows up on DC’s
streaming service. Kaley Cuoco (“The Big
Bang Theory”) provides the voice of the
Joker’s unhinged gal-pal. Alan Tudyk
(“Firefly”) inherits the mantle of the Clown
Prince of Crime.

“Top Elf” (Nickelodeon 6pm) Santa
transports seven extraordinary kid builders
to the “North Pole” (sure, whatever) to

compete for the title of “Top Elf” and a
reward of $25,000 to the charity at the
top of their wish list.

SATURDAY 30

Merry Liddle Christmas (Lifetime 6pm)
Kelly Rowland, the former member of
Destiny’s Child who was not Beyoncé,
produces and stars in her first TV
holiday rom-com. She plays a
successful, single tech entrepreneur
whose messy family descends on her
new dream home for the holidays. The
film is allegedly “inspired by her own
recent Christmas catastrophe.”

SUNDAY 1

Christmas Jars (BYUtv 6pm) In case
you missed the one-night-only
theatrical screening last month, here’s
Brigham Young University TV’s new
holiday tearjerker. It’s based on the
novel by Jason F. Wright, in which he
tried to invent a “new” holiday
tradition—giving jars of change to poor
people. 

“Lost Kingdom of the Black Pharoahs”
(Science 6pm) Science Channel digs
into the history of the Kush dynasty in
ancient Egypt.

MONDAY 2

“The Great Christmas Light Fight”
(KOAT-7 7pm) Really, if you’re
decorating your house for the holidays

THURSDAY 28

“Levius” (Netflix streaming anytime) In
Netflix’s newest anime series, a young
man rises up through the ranks of the
brutal world of “metal boxing”—which is,
of course, late-19th century steampunk
cyborg fisticuffs.

“Merry Happy Whatever” (Netflix
streaming anytime) Dennis Quaid stars
in this dark sitcom about a dad who
freaks out when his daughter brings her
struggling musician of a boyfriend home
for the holidays.

“Servant” (Apple TV+ streaming anytime)
M. Night Shyamalan is the producer (but
not the writer or director) of this
uncomfortably odd story about a couple
(Lauren Ambrose and Toby Kebbell) who
lose their newborn baby to tragic health
complications and then hire a young
nanny (Nell Tiger Free) to care for its
replacement—a lifelike rubber doll. That’s
just the tip of the weird iceberg, though.

“The Wonderful World of Disney: Magical
Holiday Celebration” (KOAT-7 7pm)
Jordan Fisher (the Disney Channel star
who won the 25th season of “Dancing
With the Stars”), Sarah Hyland (from
ABC’s “Modern Family”) and Jesse Palmer
(former New York Giant and current ABC

in order to beat your neighbors and win
a prize on TV, you’re probably doing it
wrong.

TUESDAY 3

“Brad Paisley Thinks He’s Special”
(KOAT-7 7pm) Brad Paisley becomes
the third person this week to jump on
that “cheaply produced country music
concert special” bandwagon. This one
includes music and “funny skits.”

“How to Train Your Dragon:
Homecoming” (KOB-4 7:30pm) This
holiday spin-off of DreamWorks’ popular
computer-animated trilogy finds Hiccup
and Toothless reunited to remind both
their kids of “the inseparable bonds
between Vikings and dragons.”

WEDNESDAY 4

“The Gulf” (Sundance Now streaming
anytime) In this New Zealand-German
thriller, a police detective finds herself
caught between the law and personal
morality while investigating crimes on
the rural barrier island of Waiheke.

“The 87th Annual Christmas in
Rockefeller Center” (KOB-4 7pm)
Chicago (the band), Derek and Julianne
Hough, John Legend, Idina Menzel, Lea
Michelle, Ne-Yo, Gwen Stefani and the
cast of NBC’s “Zoey’s Extraordinary
Playlist” hang out in New York’s
Rockefeller Plaza waiting for the tree to
get lit up. a

SLOTH
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hood fave, he gets left behind over the Christmas
holidays by his horribly negligent parents and must
fight off a couple of bumbling burglars with cartoony
violence. In real life this story would be way less
funny. 103 minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 12/1 at
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Love Actually (2003)
Richard Curtis (writer of Notting Hill, Bridget Jones’
Diary) assembled a fine ensemble cast (Liam Nee-
son, Emma Thompson, Colin Firth, Alan Rickman,
Laura Linney, Hugh Grant, Rowan Atkinson and many
more) for his 2003 directing debut. It’s your basic
romantic comedy about a bunch of interlinked char-
acters, all of whom are dealing with their own emo-
tional entanglements over the Christmas holiday.
129 minutes. R. (Wednesday 12/4 at Flix Brew-
house)

Mobile Suit Gundam: Char’s Counterattack
(1988)
Fathom Events celebrates the 40th anniversary of
the Japanese anime series “Mobile Suit Gundam”
with the first theatrical feature, Char’s Counterattack
from 1988. Giant robot piloting rivals Amuro Ray
and Char Aznable settle their animosity once and for
all during the Second Neo Zeon War. There have
been something close to 50 different TV
series/movies since the franchise debuted in 1979.
This special one-night-only screening features an in-
terview with franchise creator Yoshiyuki Tomino and
a commemorative poster giveaway. In Japanese with
English subtitles. 135 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Thursday 12/5 at Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation
(1989)
The Griswold clan ends up hosting redneck Cousin
Eddie for Christmas in this holiday favorite. Chevy
Chase, Beverly D’Angelo, Juliette Lewis, Johnny
Galecki, Randy Quaid and Julia Louis-Dreyfus star.
Thirtieth anniversary, baby! 97 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 12/5 at AMC Albuquerque 12)

Scrooged (1988)
Bill Murray and a cast of funny characters (David Jo-
hansen, Carol Kane, Bobcat Goldthwait) take on
Dickens in this modern-day retelling of “A Christmas
Carol.” 101 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Monday 12/2
at Flix Brewhouse)

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Scandalous: The Untold Story of the Na-
tional Enquirer
From the death of Elvis to the Monica Lewinsky
scandal to the O.J. Simpson trial, the National En-
quirer has functioned as America’s premier gossip
rag. Through rare archival footage and revelations as
wild as the Enquirer headlines themselves (Payoffs!
Blackmail!), Mark Landsman’s vibrant true story lays
bare the newspaper’s (and America’s) obsession
with the rich, the famous and the powerful. 97 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 11/29 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Synonyms
Winner of the Golden Bear at Berlinale, the latest
from Nadav Lapid (The Kindergarten Teacher) fol-
lows an angry young Israeli (Tom Mercier), who flees
Tel Aviv for Paris to start a new life. Desperate to
erase his history, he decides that becoming fully
French is his only salvation. This vibrant, angry tragi-
comedy about history and personal identity is
loosely based on Lapid’s own experiences. In French
and Hebrew with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Tuesday 12/3 at Guild Cinema)

RETURNING

Elf (2003)
Will Ferrell scored a perennial favorite with this sea-
sonal comedy about a human adopted by Santa’s
elves who is sent to America to search for his biolog-
ical roots. Occasionally absurd and often a bit too
Hollywood sweet, the film is kept afloat by Ferrell’s
energetic performance. 95 minutes. PG. (Saturday
11/30 at Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Gremlins (1984)
Joe Dante’s naughty Christmas fable fave returns to
theaters. Zach Galligan is the small-town kid trying
to prevent the mischievous monsters of the title from
destroying the holiday. The film’s dark, chaotic brand
of humor has aged well—although you’re far more
likely to find yourself rooting for evil Spike than for
cutesy Gizmo these days. 106 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 12/5 at Flix Brewhouse)

Home Alone (1990)
Yeah, Macaulay Culkin was cute once. In this child-

NEW

Faustina: Love and Mercy
This faith-based “docu-drama” travels back to 1931
when Jesus Christ allegedly appeared as the King of
Mercy to a young Polish nun named Faustina Kowal-
ska. She painted his picture, which was so popular
they made her a saint in 2000. 120 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Monday, 12/2 at Century Rio, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Greener Grass
Writing-directing duo Jocelyn DeBoer & Dawn
Luebbe’s debut feature suggests some surreal subur-
ban comedy, a Day-Glo Stepford Wives satire on
acid. In this bizarro world, adults all wear braces on
their perfect teeth, everybody drives golf carts and
children might just magically turn into golden retriev-
ers at the drop of a hat. Amid the cheerful weirdness,
soccer moms and besties Jill and Lisa (DeBoer and
Luebbe, who cut their comedy teeth at the Upright
Citizen’s Brigade) engage in a passive-aggressive bat-
tle of wills for suburban supremacy. 97 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Friday 11/29 at Guild Cinema)

Gyrus
Catch the Albuquerque theatrical premiere of this lo-
cally made, live-action/digital art-filled mindbender.
Described as a “semi-autobiographical cinematic im-
pression” seven years in the making, this psychedelic
cinematic journey captures the process of a man
physically, then spiritually, trying to go home. Writer-
director-producer-editor-actor Eric Chamberlain will
be on hand to answer all of your questions. 129 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 11/29 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Honey Boy
Occasionally tiresome indie actor Shia LaBeouf wrote
this autobiographical drama about a hotheaded
young actor (Lucas Hedges from Manchester By the
Sea and Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri)
sent to rehab after a DUI arrest. There, he pauses to
reflect on his stormy childhood under the thumb of a
ne’er-do-well father with mental health issues.
LeBeouf plays the father—that is to say, his own thinly
disguised father—which is enough to make audi-
ences wonder if this is a conventional indie drama or
a form of art therapy for its creator. 94 minutes. R.
(Opens Wednesday 11/27 at Century Rio, High
Ridge)

Knives Out
Reviewed this issue. 130 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Tuesday 11/26 at Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
High Ridge, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Movies. Scored Live!
Local musicians—including Zack Freeman, Carlos
Santistevan, Rosie Hutchison, Marisa Demarco,
Mauro Woody, Marya Errin Jones, Clifford Grindstaff,
Henry Hutchinson, Jessica Mills and Kenneth Cor-
nell—perform live, improvised scores to old silent
films. 60 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 11/30
at Guild Cinema)

My People Are Rising: Memoirs of a Black
Panther Captain
This short documentary is based on the autobiogra-
phy of Seattle Black Panther Captain Aaron Dixon
and is part of an intergenerational campaign to pre-
serve the historical legacy of the revolutionary politi-
cal organization. Dixon will be at the theater in
person to participate in a Q&A session and to sign
copies of his book. 60 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sat-
urday 11/30 at Guild Cinema)

Queen & Slim
A young guy on the make (Daniel Kaluuya, Get Out)
and a self-serious lawyer (Jodie Turner-Smith, “Night-
flyers”) meet on a Tinder date but hit it off horribly. As
he takes her home, however, the two run afoul of a
belligerent cop. The traffic stop goes from bad to
deadly when the officer pulls his gun. “Slim” acts in
self defense, saving “Queen”—but killing the officer.
Suddenly these two unwitting fugitives, who more or
less hate one another, are forced to embark on a
cross-country Thelma & Louise-style flight in a vin-
tage turquoise Pontiac Catalina. R. (Opens Wednes-
day 11/27 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Greener Grass

When Harry Met Sally… (1989)
Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan star in this classic roman-
tic comedy about two longtime best friends in NYC
who worry that sex could ruin their friendship. Written
by Nora Ephron and directed by Rob Reiner, this re-
mains funny and wise after 30 years. 95 minutes. R.
(Opens Sunday 12/1 at Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

White Christmas (1954)
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye and Rosemary Clooney star
in this 1954 adaptation of Irving Berlin’s holiday mu-
sical about two smitten singers who follow a woman
to a Vermont ski lodge. 120 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Tuesday 12/3 at Flix Brewhouse)

STILL PLAYING

21 Bridges
Chadwick Boseman (Black Panther) stars in this taut
but familiar crime thriller about an embattled NYPD
detective thrust into a manhunt for a pair of cop
killers. In order to stop them, he takes the unprece-
dented step of shutting down all 21 bridges out of
Manhattan Island, uncovering a citywide conspiracy in
the process. 99 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Addams Family
Charles Addams’ enduringly ghoulish cartoon charac-
ters return (appropriately enough) in computer-ani-
mated form. The all-star voice cast includes Oscar
Isaac (Gomez), Charlize Theron (Morticia), Chloë
Grace Moretz (Wednesday), Finn Wolfhard (Pugsley),
Nick Kroll (Uncle Fester), Bette Midler (Grandma) and
Snoop Dogg (Cousin Itt)—all of whom do right by their
characters. If only the dull story weren’t so bogged
down in kiddy film moralizing. 87 minutes. PG. (AMC
Albuquerque 12)

A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
Beloved actor Tom Hanks takes on the role of beloved
kids’ TV show host Fred Rogers in this gentle, feel-
good biopic. The story is based loosely on a 1998 Es-
quire cover story in which star writer Tom Junod set
out to pen a profile of Mr. Rogers—only to discover
that spending time as an adult with the host would
have a profound healing effect on his troubled psy-
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3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500
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WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Davis) is an undersized German kid who wants des-
perately to be a good Nazi. Unfortunately, he’s way too
sensitive and kindhearted. But that doesn’t stop him
from having conversations with his imaginary child-
hood friend Hitler (Waititi). But when Jojo finds a
young Jewish girl hidden in the attic by his concerned
mother (Scarlett Johansson), he experiences a crisis
of dogma (and grows up just a little). This is a tough
tonal balancing act, and Waititi nails both the silly
satire and the painful drama—even if the story is ulti-
mately a slight one. Reviewed in v28 i44. 108 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Joker
After Cesar Romero, Jack Nicholson, Mark Hamill,
Heath Ledger and Jared Leto put their stamp on the
character, moody method actor Joaquin Phoenix tries
DC’s iconic villain on for size. This one swings pretty
far afield of the traditional comic book origin stories,
but writer-director Todd Phillips (Old School, The
Hangover) offers a distinctive, Martin Scorsese-esque
vision of a failed comic being disenfranchised from
society and reinventing himself as an outsized su-
pervillain for the ages. Reviewed in v28 i41. 121 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque
12, Century 14 Downtown)

Last Christmas
Pretty people fall in love in this tale of a young Yu-
goslavian emigrant to England (Emelia Clarke, “Game
of Thrones”), prone to making terrible life decisions,
who finds herself working as a department store elf
while dreaming of becoming a singer. One day she
meets a handsome, charming and rather mysterious
man (Henry Golding, Crazy Rich Asians). Don’t worry,
romance fans: There are plenty of weepy complica-
tions and George Michael tunes to get all sappy over—
if you can weather the film’s one ridiculous twist
(involving the very literal interpretation of a George
Michael lyric). 102 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
Angelina Jolie returns as the living embodiment of
Disney’s evil queen from Sleeping Beauty. This time
around the witchy (but misunderstood) fairy queen’s
goddaughter Aurora (Elle Fanning, still a beauty but
no longer sleeping) is about to get married to a hand-
some prince. Unfortunately, Aurora’s mother-in-law-to-
be (Michelle Pfeiffer) is secretly using the impending
nuptials to divide humans and fairies forever, strand-
ing Maleficent and Aurora on opposite sides of a su-
pernatural war. Reviewed in v28 i43. 118 minutes.
PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Century 14 Downtown)

Midway
From the makers of Stargate and Independence Day
and The Day After Tomorrow comes this bombastic
dramatic recreation of the Battle of Midway. Luke
Evans, Patrick Wilson, Woody Harrelson, Mandy
Moore, Dennis Quaid, Aaron Eckhart and Nick Jonas
are among the overcrowded cast, most of whom are
flying around trying to sink the Imperial Japanese
Navy. The special effects are … constant. And the dia-
logue is … human-like. 138 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Pain & Glory
Director Pedro Almodóvar and actor Antonio Banderas
get together for the seventh time. A bit more serious
and a lot more mature than some of their previous
outings (Labyrinth of Passions, Tie Me Up! Tie Me
Down!), this self-reflexive rumination of the filmmak-
ing business feels loosely inspired by Federico Fellini’s
confessional semi-autobiography 8 1/2. Plagued by
illness both physical and mental, an aging filmmaker
(Banderas) reflects back on his childhood. At the
same time, he struggles to determine his legacy in the
artistic community. The result is a deeply humanistic
portrait of life lived (regretfully or otherwise). Reviewed
in v28 i45. 113 minutes. R. (High Ridge, Guild Cin-
ema)

Parasite
The latest film from brilliant South Korean director
Bong Joon-Ho (The Host, Mother, Snowpiercer) is a
pitch-black, tragicomic thriller about a poor but loving
family scraping by in a crowded “semi-basement”
apartment on a grubby side street in Seoul. By
chance, the family’s intelligent son lands a job tutor-
ing an upper-class teenage girl who lives in a massive

modernist mansion. This sudden and vivid contrast in
fortunes sets up the film’s nasty, near-Gothic twists
and turns (none of which should be spoiled). 131
minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Playing With Fire
Wrestlin’ thespian John Cena stars in this wacky fam-
ily comedy about a crew of rugged, manly, muscle-
bound firefighters who rescue three rambunctious
kids from a major California wildfire only to end up
having to take care of them in the firehouse. Hijinks
ensue! Fans of comedy involving people getting
bonked on the head, falling on their buttocks or other-
wise engaging in the time-honored tradition of prat-
falls will certainly laugh their guts out with this one.
(Also poop and fart jokes. So many poop and fart
jokes.) 96 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Terminator: Dark Fate
James Cameron returns as producer (but not as di-
rector or screenwriter) for this sci-fi sequel, which ig-
nores the last few Terminator films and functions as a
direct sequel to 1991’s Terminator 2: Judgment Day.
Seems that the apocalyptic Judgment Day was merely
postponed, forcing waitress-turned-asskicker Sarah
Connor (Linda Hamilton) to come out of hiding to pro-
tect some new target from execution at the hands of
killer robots from the future. This time around she’s
got help in the form of the latest human/Terminator
hybid (Mackenzie Davis from “Halt and Catch Fire”)
and an old frenemy (Arnold Schwarzenegger). 128
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Zombieland: Double Tap
Since 2008’s cult hit Zombieland, writers Rhett Reese
and Paul Wernick have gone on to pen the popular
Deadpool series. Now they reunite with director Ruben
Fleischer in this much-anticipated sequel. Zombie
apocalypse survivors Columbus, Tallahassee, Wichita
and Little Rock (Jesse Eisenberg, Woody Harrelson,
Emma Stone and Abigail Breslin) return, facing off
against some frighteningly evolved zombies with the
help of some new additions (Zoey Deutch, Rosario
Dawson). 99 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown)

SECOND RUN

Abominable
DreamWorks Animation (HShrek, Kung Fu Panda)
returns with a cuddly, kid-centric fable about a
Shanghai teen who encounters a runaway yeti on
the roof of her apartment and vows to return the
magical furry fellow to his home atop Mount Ever-
est. 97 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Arctic Dogs
Jeremy Renner, Anjelica Huston, James Franco, Alec
Baldwin, John Cleese and Heidi Klum provide voices
(eh, it pays the bills) for this computer-animated
Canadian cartoon about a fox who works for a
package delivery service and stumbles across the
secret lair of an evil walrus who wants to melt the
Arctic. 93 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Countdown
A smartphone app predicts people’s deaths in this
bargain bin variation on Final Destination/One
Missed Call/The Ring. 90 minutes. PG-13. (Movies
8, Movies West)

The Current War: Director’s Cut
Electricity king Thomas Edison (Benedict Cumber-
batch) engages in a cutthroat race with Russian in-
ventor Nikola Tesla (Nicholas Hoult) and industrial
kingpin George Westinghouse (Michael Shannon) to
provide lighting for the landmark Chicago World’s
Fair in 1893. 102 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Dora and the Lost City of Gold
The globe-hopping Nickelodeon kiddy cartoon
“Dora the Explorer” gets a live-action reboot. Is-
abela Moner (Transformers: The Last Knight) stars
as the inquisitive preteen who leads her friends (in-
cluding her talking monkey, voiced by Danny Trejo)
on a jungle adventure to locate her missing par-
ents. 102 minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

Downton Abbey
For the hardcore historical fans, here’s some more
mellow adventures for PBS’ country estate-dwelling
Crawley clan and their various servants. It’s 1927
now, and it seems that the King and Queen of Eng-
land are on their way to Downton Abbey for a visit,
putting everyone into a tizzy. 122 minutes. PG.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Gemini Man
Evil scientists clone an over-the-hill hitman (Will
Smith), and he’s obliged to do battle with his
younger replacement (Will Smith, but CGI). Ang Lee
(The Life of Pi, Brokeback Mountain) directs, for
some reason. 117 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Hustlers
Jennifer Lopez, Constance Wu, Julia Stiles, Keke
Palmer, Cardi B and Lizzo play a group of strippers
in NYC who decide to embezzle money from the
stock traders and CEOs who visit their club during
the late-2000s financial crisis. 109 minutes. R.
(Movies 8)

Once Upon a Time … in Hollywood
Quentin Tarantino’s latest sprawling, multi-storyline
examination of time, place and people heads to
1969 SoCal to track fading TV cowboy Rick Dalton
(Leonardo DiCaprio) and his best friend/stunt dou-
ble Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt) as they navigate a rapidly
changing Hollywood landscape. Along the way, they
cross paths with various real-life pop cultural icons,
from the famous (Bruce Lee) to the infamous
(Charles Manson). 161 minutes. R. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

The Peanut Butter Falcon
A young man with Down syndrome (Zack
Gottsagen) escapes from the Deep South retire-
ment home he’s been stuck in by clueless officials
in hopes of joining a pro wresting school. He soon
befriends an angry jerk of a fisherman (he’s got a
backstory, so it’s OK) played by Shia LaBeouf. Nat-
urally, the two travel downriver on a raft, Huck and
Finn style. 93 minutes. PG-13. (Movies West)

Rambo: Last Blood
Seems that ass-kicking Vietnam vet John Rambo
(73-year-old Sylvester Stallone) has retired to the
nice, quiet life on a rural Southwestern ranch. Un-
fortunately (and somewhat inevitably), members of
an evil Mexican drug cartel kidnaps his young
niece. Silly drug cartel. 89 minutes. R. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

che. Matthew Rhys (“The Americans”) plays our
(somewhat more fictionalized) journalist, hounded by
a gloomy disposition and daddy issues. Leave it to
some artful, back-and-forth questioning with Mr.
Rogers to heal those lingering childhood issues. 108
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, High
Ridge, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Charlie’s Angels
The world really didn’t need the 2000 reboot of Char-
lie’s Angels. And it probably doesn’t need this one ei-
ther. But here we are. Kristen Stewart, Naomi Scott
and Ella Balinska are our three new international su-
perspy detectives (or whatever Charlie’s Angels are
supposed to be). Elizabeth Banks (who also wrote
and directed this one!) is our new Bosley. Seems that
a young computer technician has blown the whistle
on a dangerous new technology and is marked for as-
sassination. It’s up to the Angels to protect her. 118
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

Doctor Sleep
Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 adaptation of Stephen King’s
The Shining gets a long-time-brewing sequel (based
on the follow-up novel King wrote, of course). Seems
that little Danny Torrence, psychic survivor of the Over-
look massacre, is all growed up now (and played by
Ewan McGregor). He meets a young girl with powers
similar to his own and tries to protect her from an evil
cult that preys on children with powers in order to re-
main immortal. Mike Flanagan (Gerald’s Game, “The
Haunting of Hill House”) directs. 151 minutes. R.
(Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

Ford v Ferrari
James Mangold (Walk the Line, Logan) directs this
historical biopic about the time legendary American
car designer Carroll Shelby (Matt Damon) and infa-
mous English race car racer Ken Miles (Christian
Bale) took on the seemingly impossible task of trying
to build a vehicle fast enough to beat iconic Italian
sports car manufacturer Ferrari at 24 Hours of Le
Mans in 1966. 152 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
High Ridge, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Down-
town)

Frozen II
Disney’s 2013 smash animated hit gets the inevitable
sequel. This time around Anna (Kristen Bell), Elsa
(Idina Menzel), Kristoff (Jonathan Groff) and Olaf
(Josh Gad) must leave the kingdom of Arendelle to
travel to an ancient, autumn-bound forest and dis-
cover the origin of Elsa’s mysterious powers—and, you
know, save the kingdom. 103 minutes. PG. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Good Liar
Sir Ian McKellen stars as a heartless elderly con artist
who can hardly believe his luck when he meets a
wealthy widower (Helen Mirren) online. But our pro-
tagonist’s dastardly plan starts to fall apart when he
finds himself caring about his mark—who may be sig-
nificantly less helpless than she appears. There’s a
comfortable pleasure in seeing McKellen and Mirren’s
first onscreen team-up. But the film’s countless twists
and turns are too tame and tidy to elicit many thrills.
109 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High
Ridge, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Downtown)

Harriet
Historical hero Harriet Tubman finally gets the long-
overdue biopic treatment, courtesy of filmmaker Kasi
Lemmons (Eve’s Bayou, The Caveman’s Valentine,
Black Nativity). Cynthia Erivo (Bad Times at the El
Royale) stars as the extraordinary woman whose es-
cape from slavery in the American South laid the
tracks for the Underground Railroad, which allowed
hundreds of slaves to make the perilous journey to
freedom in the North. 125 minutes. PG-13. (High
Ridge, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

Jojo Rabbit
Taiki Waititi (What We Do In the Shadows, Thor: Rag-
narok) writes, directs and stars (as Adolf Hitler) in this
irreverent, occasionally surreal and surprisingly big-
hearted dramedy. Our titular Jojo (Roman Griffin



SONIC REDUCER
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The Directory
Sandbox
(Self-released)

If you look at the bottom of
the bandcamp page displaying
the latest short
album/EP/single by Burque
rock phenom The Directory
(Keith Morris, Clifford
Grindstaff, Peri Pakroo and

Ryan Sciarrotta)—and this is a wise move; the
industry is moving back to short recorded formats
akin to the 45s common in the before time—it’s
tagged as post-Britpop, which is a difficult shirt for
any American band to wear. To my mind that term
might encompass everything that happened after
Radiohead. But the notion becomes compelling,
apt even, when the first strains of “American
Pharoah” lift themselves out of the ether on this
marvelous two-track record. With the deliberately
wan delivery of The Bends and the subtle
harmonic gestures of Robyn Hitchcock’s
wandering melodicism, here is a totally competent,
groovy and deliciously derivative work that’s
perfect for repeated listening in the dark of winter
or whilst underwater.

Kyle Martin
Raunchytonk
(Kyle Martin Music)

Over the past few years, New
Mexican country rocker Kyle
Martin has done a downright
amazing job of crafting a
sound that’s part West Texas
honky tonk, part New Mexican
cowboy music and all rock and

roll. Martin shows off his acuity, taking it to
examples both extreme and sublime on his
October 2019 release, Raunchytonk. There’s a grit
to the Texas sound and the New Mexican tradition
and that crusty dirt is a flavor necessary to good
rocking, too. Martin comes outta the chute roaring
and rambling about women on the opening track,
“Big Boy.” On track 4, “Overtime,” the singer-
songwriter takes a super-solid dirty riff and
transforms it into a slow burning rocanrol fire
replete with a driving rhythm section. My favorite
on this album has got to be the dark and
deliberately twisting and turning epic closer, “Gila
Monster.” Dang, that’s one mean lizard.

Theo Rego
Guitar and Piano Works
(Self-released)

Theo Rego is a classical
guitarist and composer living
in Albuquerque, N.M. His work,
singularly precise and
imaginatively emotive, comes
into sharper focus with this
collection of compositions for

solo piano and solo guitar. Taken separately, each
is a resonant voice; as a set, they are a testament
to a body of work that is intricately crafted as well
as being a pleasurable, transformative listen. “Song
For Hesper” uses jazz modalities to communicate
the nuances of knowing another being. “Piano
Work #3” is more forceful, even tumultuous and
stormy with dissonances competing with
harmonious suggestion. “Guitar Work #2” starts
out subtly, even with fragility, as it builds into a
strong statement about the emotional power of
Spanish guitar techniques. Perfect for a long drive,
after a meal or whenever and wherever sudden
sonic transcendence is preferred to the world as it
is, Rego’s latest release illuminates. a
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Get Into It
Holiday hootenanies are happening

trio that features Lola Dompe on drums, Izzy
Glaudini on synth and vocals and Halle Saxon
on bass and vocals. They’re todo LA and their
sound is a kinda synthetic symphonia that
draws as much on Krautrock as it does the
crashing waves of the Pacific Ocean. So show
up! 9pm • $5 • 21+.

Sunday
Uh, take the day off after last night’s rockfest.
You may enjoy more baked bird or indulge in
your choice of sportsball competitions
broadcast in living color and beamed right into
your living room. If you need something to
listen to, may we humbly suggest taking a shot
at 1997’s OK Computer by Radiohead. It’s
perfect for holiday listening; just don’t let your
boomer relatives hear it because it will likely
make them cry. That may disrupt the sportsball
activities and you don’t want that.

Monday
On Monday, Dec. 2 the Goo Goo Dolls have a
gig at The Showroom at Isleta Resort and
Casino (11000 Broadway Blvd. SE). In case you
need to know, Goo Goo Dolls are not named
after a notorious Sonic Youth album but rather
have their roots in upstate New York. They
became one of the biggest selling acts of the
post-grunge rock and roll era that eclipsed the
tragic undoing of the blonde and elfin guitar god
from Aberdeen. Their 1998 album Dizzy Up the
Girl went triple platinum but the advent of the
millennium, the ascent of hip-hop as the
popular voice of the nation and the decline of
rock music in general led to smaller audiences
and less sales for the band. Nevertheless, the
remaining members of Goo Goo Dolls—Johnny
Rzeznick and Robby Takac—continue to rock
out, amazing audiences with an awesome rock
sound and show that is becoming anomalous in
these DJ days. 7pm • $25 to $45 • 21+. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

“S
o sell your suit and tie and come and live
with me/ Leukemia schizophrenia
polyethylene/ There is no significant risk

to your health/ She used to be beautiful once as
well/ Plastic bag, middle class, polyethylene/
Decaffeinate, unleaded, keep all surfaces clean/ If
you don’t believe me, sell your soul/ If you don’t
get into it, no one will.”—The lyrics to the song
“Polyethylene Part 2” by Radiohead.

And so now commence the winter holidays,
all 2019 style yo, for those of you still looking at a
clock or calendar or the drift of the Milky Way
across the firmament of the sky. It follows that
there will be some live tuneage to augment your
festival experience and that this is the place to
have such information laid upon listeners like
some kind of holy bread or manna from heaven.

After that ton of turkey has been rendered
harmless but before the real nature of the holiday
become evident with rituals of commerce and
athletics dominating, do yourself a solid and go
see a show. Here’s what I’d be on about if I didn’t
have to mind the chronosynclastic infindibulum
over the long weekend.

Friday
In the parlance of party-time, the Friday after
Thanksgiving is known as “Black Friday,” a name
that recalls the financial crash of 1929, the
current habits of consumers out and about in
America and a Steely Dan song that speaks to the
coming apocalypse in dour yet determined tones.
This year, it’s also the night when you and yours
can take in one heck of a hip-hop concert at
Hush Ultra NightLife (109 Fourth Street NW)
on Friday, Nov. 29. That’s the exact spot where
Carl Terrell Mitchell, also known as Twista, will
perform for a Black Friday Black Light Blackout.
Wow. As you recall, Twista, outta Chi-Town, is a
chopper. In 2004 dude had a Number One single
called “Slow Jamz” and generally flavors his flow
with fast rhymes and has also had a documentary
made about his inimitable style. It’s called Mr.
Immortality: The Life and Times of Twista, if you
wanna know. 7:30pm • $15 • All-ages (13+).

Saturday
Let me tell you: Over the years this reporter has
seen a fair share of post-Thanksgiving events
come and go. The truth is, there often ain’t much
going on in Dirt City in the days following turkey
fest. This year is bound to be different. Get ready
for one heck of a holiday hootenanny at
Moonlight Lounge (120 Central Ave. SW) on
Saturday, Nov. 30, when—are you ready,
Albuquerque—Red Light Cameras, Lindy
Vision and Automatic play to a baked or broiled
bird-stunned crowd that is ready as heck to rock
the night away. You already know about Red
Light Cameras. Heck they’re like Burque’s official
rock band. We hope you know about Lindy
Vision. We featured them on this page this year
and are confident that this three-piece no wave,
groovy space disco act from the deep future means
what they play. Automatic is an El Lay post-punk

Automatic COURTESY OF THE ARTIST



What happened after that initial experience?

When I was 28, I decided it was time to
something to do with my life. So I called the
maker of the instrument and I bought a glass
armonica made by Gerhard Finkenbeiner. When
he was done with World War II—he had been a
Nazi slave laborer—he became an expert in
fabricated complex glass used in science. His work
led him to a museum where he saw a glass
armonica on exhibit, where he thought to himself
that he’d like to solve the puzzle of the
instrument and find out why it had been banned
by 1830. He discovered the lead connection and
started designing and manufacturing versions of
the armonica that did not incorporate lead but
rather gold.

How does the gold work on this instrument?

The 22-karat gold on the rims of some of the
bowls mark sharps and flats; they’re like the black
keys on the piano.

What’s the range of the glass armonica?

It goes from middle C at the top down two and a
half octaves.

Is it a difficult instrument to learn and

become proficient on?

One of the problems with the instrument is the
length between notes. You have to drag your
finger as quickly as possible to go from note to
note, while trying to keep rhythm and tempo.
The bells are much bigger than the piano keys.
It’s also very breakable, being made out of glass.

And that combination makes for a really

unearthly sound, que no?

Right. When Benjamin Franklin’s wife first heard
him playing the glass armonica, she didn’t know
what to think. She apparently though she had
died and that the angels of the Lord were calling

MUSIC | MUSIC INTERVIEW 

Sure, I’ll play “The Star Spangled Banner.”
[Mayling sits back, concentrates, activates the bowls
and begins to play. The sound is violin-like but much
sharper and almost dissonant from note to note. It
sound like it is coming from very far away.The high
notes fall right on the edge of human toleration but are
still somehow compelling because they seem to float
through the air. After the brief performance, Mayling
sits back and smiles.]

Wow, that was amazing. Have you made any

recordings?

No, I’ve never made any recordings of myself
playing the glass armonica because there has been
so much in the process of learning to play. Besides
that, I had to learn music theory and how to
market a very rare, mysterious musical
instrument.

Tell me more.

When I approached Finkenbeiner in Germany
about buying a glass armonica, he asked me what
my musical background was. I told him I didn’t
have one and he asked me if I knew how to read
music. I said no. He asked me where I lived and I
told him New Mexico. Initially, he told me that
what I was attempting was impossible because
there were no teachers nearby—all the players
were on the East Coast or abroad—and because I
didn’t know music theory.

What was your response?

I told him that [most of] the world has never seen
it; but that the world is our oyster. He decided
then to sell me a glass armonica and to give me
lessons over the telephone. He sold me a glass
armonica for $2500 and told me to get the music
for “Silent Night” and to learn it by playing it
over and over. He wanted me to play that song
until I was blue in the face, just so I could get used
to the sound. Eventually, he sent me instructional
videos, too.

How has that all turned out?

It’s been an arduous journey. But I’ve learned to
get a beautiful sound out of the glass armonica.
As I progressed, I also decided to learn more
about Benjamin Franklin. I took out stacks of
books from the local library and researched his
life. There still isn’t much history about the
instrument, so it’s an ongoing study of mine. Over
the years, I’ve learned how to play, but I’ve also
learned how to speak knowledgeably about it in
the program I do.

Tell me about that musical program, please.

It’s not just a concert. It’s a historical journey that
includes videos of television performances.

For an old-school Chicano like me, the

“Sabado Gigante” gigs sound excellent.

One hundred-and-twenty million people see that
show every Saturday.

That’s huge. You’re a star and you just don’t

know it.

Thanks, August. When I got off the stage, they
did tell me that my performance was intimidating
and beautiful at the same time.a

out to her. She wasn’t sure what to make of the
sound, but it was Franklin’s favorite invention.
The instrument was banned in Germany in 1830
because supposedly a baby died after hearing the
glass armonica during a chamber performance.
Historians say the instrument caused some sort of
seizure.

I recall that before that incident, Mozart

wrote K. 617 in 1791, an adagio and rondo for

the instrument accompanied by flute, oboe,

viola and cello.

You’re correct, and you may further recall that
Mozart died a mere six months later.

Whoa. I wonder if there was a connection?

What we believe is that continuous exposure to
the instrument may have caused lead poisoning
in both Mozart and Beethoven. I’ve talked to
experts on this subject and they are sure I have a
valid hypothesis. Channel 7 did a story about my
theory. So just a little thing I’m trying to do is set
the history books right.

In the meantime, you’ve become a master of

a very difficult instrument. How long have

you been playing?

I’ve been playing now for 25 years. As I said, I got
the instrument when I was 28, for my birthday. It
came in a huge cardboard box, pre-assembled. I
touched that box and told myself, “Your whole
life is going to change.”

Any memorable performance in that time?

I’ve been on “Sabado Gigante” five times,
including their Christmas broadcast. I’ve been on
“America’s Got Talent” twice. I’m the most
famous poor person in the world.

What’s your day job?

I’m a waitress at Perea’s New Mexican
Restaurant. I’m also a pressed flower artist who
has exhibited at the Contemporary Spanish
Market in Santa Fe for 20 years.

Very cool. Could I hear what the instrument

sounds like?

Swirling and Vibrating
Mayling Garcia and her glass armonica

A Benjamin Franklin Christmas 

with Mayling Garcia

Hiland Theater • 4800 Central Ave. SE

Sunday, Dec. 1 • 4pm • $25 • All ages

Tickets at my505tickets.com

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
t is an instrument that has reportedly driven
some to madness. And Mayling Garcia is its
master.
We’re talking about the glass armonica, of

course, an 18th century invention of a
particularly notorious member of the Hellfire
Club—and one of the founding fathers, to boot—
Mr. Benjamin Franklin.

The glass armonica is a friction idiophone,
according to musicologists. That is to say it
produces tones through friction. In this case a
series of glass bowls of graduated size are bound to
a central shaft and spun at a slow continuous
speed by a rotating motor. In Franklin’s day, a foot
pedal provided the energy to spin the contraption
around and around. Today a small DC
transformer provides power to the elusive-
sounding, mysterious musical instrument.

After Franklin pioneered the use of a
mechanical version of the musical machine, it
became popular at art music recitals all over the
East Coast and in Europe—up to a point.

By the middle of the 19th century, there were
reports that the music produced by the glass
armonica caused madness for both players and
listeners. Modern researchers have produced a
hypothesis regarding this spooky phenomenon.

It was lead poisoning, some say, as the bowls
and the paint used in the manufacture of the
instrument were historically lead based. Besides
that odd feature of the musical interaction the
instrument produces, the glass armonica is also
noted for its ethereal tone. The sound is literally
spaced, out as the human brain has a difficult
time decoding sounds in the 1 to 4 kilohertz
range, where the sound of the instrument is
centered.

Albuquerque’s Mayling Garcia waded into
that history and mythology to become proficient
on the rare instrument. She’s appeared on some of
the world’s top entertainment television shows.

She’ll return to the stage with a recital of
Christmas music performed on an instrument
that some have called maddening, while others,
such as Franklin, termed the sound produced as
“tones that are incredibly sweet.”

Weekly Alibi invited Mayling Garcia over to
Alibi HQ to talk about her rare instrument, her
music and a sound that ultimately defies
description.

Weekly Alibi: Could you please tell our

readers a little bit about yourself and your

musical instrument?

Mayling Garcia: When I was 28 years old, I spoke
to God and I said, “I have a sister who went to
Harvard [local comedian Goldie Garcia], help me
figure out what I’m going to do with my life; help
me seek out my potential.” And then I
remembered I had the business card of a lady
whom I saw perform on the glass armonica at
Harvard Square in Cambridge, Mass. She was
playing for tips. I noticed she had a lot of money
in her tip jar. She had a massive variety of people,
all ages, surrounding her while she played. I
followed her and watched her play for three
summers when I was between 21 and 23 years old.
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I
’ll start by apologizing. I just can’t resist a

bad dog pun, and medical cannabis seems to

be going to the dogs these days.
Here’s the meat: The Medical Cannabis

Advisory Board has received a petition to
open the New Mexico Medical Cannabis
Program up to pets suffering from epileptic
seizures. According to the Associated Press,
the petition cites recent studies in veterinary
medicine that recommend cannabis for
animals coping with seizures and links to a
YouTube video that shows an epileptic dog
suffering from the illness. The petitioner says
that authorizing cannabis for animals would
minimize the danger of animal abuse (don’t
ask me how) and provide new treatment
tools to veterinarians.

It’s all very sad, of course—and who can
resist a sick dog video? But the whole thing
has a certain … disingenuous odor about it. I
might just be paranoid, but if we start letting
puppies and kitties enroll in the state’s
cannabis program, won’t that provide an
opportunity for dubious pet owners to take
their animals’ meds? I know we recently
started letting Texans into the
program, but surely we have to respect
some kind of limit.

I would roll my eyes about
medicating animals with cannabis, but
California already protects veterinarians who
discuss cannabis with their patients’ owners
and is currently considering a bill that would
allow them to recommend medical cannabis
for animals. New York is considering giving
animals access to medical marijuana.
Connecticut and Tennessee have proposed
protecting vets who talk about cannabis.

So I probably don’t know what I’m talking
about. And to be honest: I’m really not all that
concerned about someone trying to choke
down their horse’s THC tablets, either. Maybe
I’ve given into despair. Who knows?

All of that being said: Blowing smoke into
your sick pet’s face would definitely be
considered animal abuse, and I would never
ever in a million billion years encourage such a
thing. Not even once. Ever.

Unless their vet says it’s ok.

Booker Slams Biden Over
Cannabis
At a recent town hall event in Las Vegas,
Nev., Democratic presidential hopeful and
former Vice President Joe Biden proved once
again that he has no idea what his constituents
want by calling cannabis a “gateway drug” and
saying he wasn’t comfortable legalizing it.
This, in spite of the fact that a recent Pew
Research Center poll found that two-thirds of
the nation now support marijuana legalization.

For a week, he stumbled around in a daze,
his eyebrows knitted and genuine confusion
painted across his face. Everywhere he turned
he found enemies. The headlines mocked him.
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

I Wanna Be Your Dog
Petition: Give pets access to cannabis

Good Lord, I’m getting weepy transcribing
it. Booker’s passion and frustration betrayed a
man who is all too familiar with the terrible
sins of the Drug War and its human victims—
sins that many have forgotten in places where
marijuana laws have become lax.

Biden looked like he didn’t know whether
he wanted to laugh or cry. He raised his finger
and opened his mouth before switching over
to sociopathic robot mode and saying that he
supported decriminalization of cannabis and
the immediate release of all cannabis offenders
locked in prison. Then he listed off some of his
black friends. “I’m part of that Obama
coalition,” he said. “I come out of the black
community—in terms of my support.”

Booker looked shocked. Kamala Harris got
in a good jibe while the crowd hollered. Biden

just stared straight ahead and finished
reciting his response through twitching lips.
His eyes smoldered. No one could hear him
over the laughter.

Study: Cannabis
Affects Sleep Aid
Sales
One of the most common uses for
cannabis is as a sleep aid. A

heady indica can send you
straight to the land of drool in no

time flat. But one side effect that no
one thought about was the effect it

would have on sales of over-the-counter
sleep aids like Tylenol PM or ZzzQuil.

According to a study recently published
in Complementary Therapies in Medicine,

“Using Recreational Cannabis to Treat
Insomnia: Evidence from Over-The-Counter
Sleep Aid Sales in Colorado,” in areas where
recreational marijuana is readily available,
sales for OTC sleep aids have declined.
Overall OTC medication market market
shares were reportedly growing prior to
recreational cannabis availability in the area
in question.

The study analyzed retail scanner data from
Colorado retailers to compare the sales trends.
It found that the monthly market share of
sleep aids in a county declined as more
dispensaries opened there. County-level
cannabis sales were also related.

“These findings support survey evidence
that many individuals use cannabis to treat
insomnia, although sleep disturbances are not
a specific qualifying condition under any US
state-level medical cannabis law,” the study’s
authors noted. They also pointed out that
nearly half the US population reports suffering
from insomnia, making these findings
“clinically relevant.”

Considering the many negative side effects
associated with some OTC sleep aids, it would
probably be in the public’s best interest for
health officials to take note. a

Social media influencers cringed at his ’90s
rhetoric. And then came the coup de grâce.

During the Democratic debate last
Thursday, Sen. Cory Booker pulled the biggest
reaction from the crowd by criticizing Biden.
“This week I hear him literally say that ‘I don’t
think we should legalize marijuana,’” he said
before turning to the former VP. “I thought
you might have been high when you said it.”

The crowd exploded with laughter, but
Booker continued. “Because marijuana in our
country is already legal for privileged people,
and the War On Drugs has been a war on
black and brown people … With more African
Americans under criminal supervision in
America than all of the slaves since 1850, do
not roll up into communities and not talk
directly to issues that are going to relate to the
liberation of children. There are people in
Congress right now who admit to smoking
marijuana, while there are people, our kids,
who are in jail right now for those drug
crimes.”

STRAIN CORNER
BY EDWARD BARRETT

Mandarin Cookies 
at Urban Wellness

One of the effects from consuming cannabis I
love most is the giggly, childlike state one can
reach. This week I indulged in a strain that
made me feel this infantile mood. I decided to
do some shopping one cold and brisk day along
San Mateo Boulevard, and as I passed Urban
Wellness (2910 San Mateo Blvd. NE, Ste. 5), I
decided to step in and see what was available. 

A strong sativa-dominant hybrid with a silly
name, Mandarin Cookies (THC: 23.8%, CBD:
0.06%—$11/gram) caught my eye. The
nuggets were dense and covered in sugary
hairs. There were sparse clumps of yellow-to-
orange colored hairs scattered throughout. The
overall body had a light lichen green color that
was close to yellow in many parts. The smell
exhibited very strong piney and herby notes
and even recalled antiseptic—akin at times to
rubbing alcohol. Needless to say, I wasn’t
reminded of mandarins or cookies, but I was
interested nonetheless.

When I got home, I tore off chunks of the
moist flower, ground it up into a bowl and
quickly sparked it up. The hits were smooth and
slightly bitter. There were very faint herbal and
savory notes. I noticed that I began to feel a
goofy giddiness almost immediately.

I also noticed that I kept smiling and
thinking of funny things. There was a heavy
amount of visual stimulation and a feeling of
wobbliness coupled with a light feeling of body
featheriness. The effects were pronounced and
convincing, and I noticed that I needed less
smoke to feel a usual high—which was nice, as
it saved me from plowing through the week’s
batch. 

I tried to get some work done to no avail. I
felt too distracted and silly to fully accomplish
anything. Everything was funny and interesting
to me, even the most banal movements and
actions by my goofy dog. I felt a strange,
childlike innocence that was an exhilarating
reprieve from the grind of daily adulthood and
workaday obligations.

Bouts of random laughter and light
heartedness might not be for everyone,
however. The pronounced effects make it hard
to get anything productive done, and pulling off
any secretive weed habits is impossible with
droopy eyes and a wide grin. The strong effects
also wouldn’t be recommended for newcomers
or novices to marijuana or those suffering from
anxiety, as it could prove a bit overwhelming.
This would be a good strain, however, for those
suffering from depression and fatigue. It would
also be a good strain for taking part in social
situations or interacting with the wide,
beautiful world as well.

I found Mandarin Cookies to be a thrilling
and entertaining strain. All stress and worry
dissipated quickly as I descended into toddler-
like random riotous laughter. Enthusiasts
looking for a strong sativa buzz ought to try
this strain out. I had a grand time with this one
and I’m sure many others will, too. a
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Humans invented the
plow in 4500 BC, the wheel in 4000 BC, and writing in
3400 BC. But long before that, by 6000 BC, they had
learned how to brew beer and make psychoactive drugs
from plants. Psychopharmacologist Ronald Siegel
points to this evidence to support his hypothesis that
the yearning to transform our normal waking
consciousness is a basic drive akin to our need to eat
and drink. Of course, there are many ways to
accomplish this shift besides alcohol and drugs. They
include dancing, singing, praying, drumming, meditating
and having sex. What are your favorite modes?
According to my astrological analysis, it’ll be extra
important for you to alter your habitual perceptions and
thinking patterns during the coming weeks.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): What’s something
you’re afraid of, but pretty confident you could become
unafraid of? The coming weeks will be a favorable time
to dismantle or dissolve that fear. Your levels of courage
will be higher than usual, and your imagination will be
unusually ingenious in devising methods and actions to
free you of the unnecessary burden. Step one:
Formulate an image or scene that symbolizes the dread,
and visualize yourself blowing it up with a “bomb” made
of a hundred roses.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): The word
“enantiodromia” refers to a phenomenon that occurs
when a vivid form of expression turns into its opposite,
often in dramatic fashion. Yang becomes yin; resistance
transforms into welcome; loss morphs into gain.
According to my reading of the astrological omens, you
Geminis are the sign of the zodiac that’s most likely to
experience enantiodromia in the coming weeks. Will it
be a good thing or a bad thing? You can have a lot of
influence over how that question resolves. For best
results, don’t fear or demonize contradictions and
paradoxes. Love and embrace them.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): There are Americans
who speak only one language, English, and yet imagine
they are smarter than bilingual immigrants. That fact
amazes me, and inspires me to advise myself and all my
fellow Cancerians to engage in humble reflection about
how we judge our fellow humans. Now is a favorable
time for us to take inventory of any inclinations we
might have to regard ourselves as superior to others; to
question why we might imagine others aren’t as worthy
of love and respect as we are; or to be skeptical of any
tendency we might have dismiss and devalue those
who don’t act and think as we do. I’m not saying we
Cancerians are more guilty of these sins than everyone
else; I’m merely letting you know that the coming weeks
are our special time to make corrections.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): “Erotic love is one of the
highest forms of contemplation,” wrote the sensually
wise poet Kenneth Rexroth. That’s a provocative and
profitable inspiration for you to tap into. According to
my analysis of the astrological omens, you’re in the
Season of Lucky Plucky Delight, when brave love can
save you from wrong turns and irrelevant ideas—when
the grandeur of amour can be your teacher and
catalyst. If you have a partner with whom you can
conduct these educational experiments, wonderful. If
you don’t, be extra sweet and intimate with yourself.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In the follow-up story to
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, our heroine uses a
magic mirror as a portal into a fantastical land. There
she encounters the Red Queen, and soon the two of
them are holding hands as they run as fast as they can.
Alice notices that despite their great effort, they don’t
seem to be moving forward. What’s happening? The
Queen clears up the mystery: In her realm, you must run
as hard as possible just to remain in the same spot.
Sound familiar, Virgo? I’m wondering whether you’ve
had a similar experience lately. If so, here’s my advice:
Stop running. Sit back, relax and allow the world to
zoom by you. Yes, you might temporarily fall behind.
But in the meantime, you’ll get fully recharged. No more
than three weeks from now, you’ll be so energized that
you’ll make up for all the lost time—and more.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Most sane people wish
there could be less animosity between groups that have
different beliefs and interests. How much better the
world would be if everyone felt a generous acceptance
toward those who are unlike them. But the problem
goes even deeper: Most of us are at odds with
ourselves. Here’s how author Rebecca West described
it: Even the different parts of the same person do not
often converse among themselves, do not succeed in
learning from each other. That’s the bad news, Libra.
The good news is that the coming weeks will be a
favorable time for you to promote unity and harmony
among all the various parts of yourself. I urge you to
entice them to enter into earnest conversations with
each other!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Poet Cecilia Woloch
asks, “How to un-want what the body has wanted,
explain how the flesh in its wisdom was wrong?” Did the
apparent error occur because of some “some ghost in
the mind?” she adds. Was it due to “some blue chemical
rushing the blood” or “some demon or god”? I’m sure
that you, like most of us, have experienced this
mystery. But the good news is that in the coming
weeks you will have the power to un-want
inappropriate or unhealthy experiences that your body
has wanted. Step one: Have a talk with yourself about
why the thing your body has wanted isn’t in alignment
with your highest good.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sagittarian
composer Ludwig van Beethoven was inclined to get
deeply absorbed in his work. Even when he took time to
attend to the details of daily necessity, he allowed
himself to be spontaneously responsive to compelling
musical inspirations that suddenly welled up in him. On
more than a few occasions, he lathered his face with
the 19th-century equivalent of shaving cream, then got
waylaid by a burst of brilliance and forgot to actually
shave. His servants found that amusing. I suspect that
the coming weeks may be Beethoven-like for you,
Sagittarius. I bet you’ll be surprised by worthy
fascinations and subject to impromptu illuminations.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): During the next 11
months, you could initiate fundamental improvements
in the way you live from day to day. It’s conceivable
you’ll discover or generate innovations that
permanently raise your life’s possibilities to a higher
octave. At the risk of sounding grandiose, I’m tempted
to predict that you’ll celebrate at least one
improvement that is your personal equivalent of the
invention of the wheel or the compass or the calendar.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): The only thing we
learn from history is that we never learn anything from
history. Philosopher Georg Hegel said that. But I think
you will have an excellent chance to disprove this
theory in the coming months. I suspect you will be
inclined and motivated to study your own past in detail;
you’ll be skilled at drawing useful lessons from it; and
you will apply those lessons with wise panache as you
re-route your destiny.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): In his own time, poet
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807–1882) was
acclaimed and beloved. At the height of his fame, he
earned $3,000 per poem. But modern literary critics
think that most of what he created is derivative,
sentimental and unworthy of serious appreciation. In
dramatic contrast is poet Emily Dickinson (1830–
1886). Her writing was virtually unknown in her
lifetime, but is now regarded as among the best ever. In
accordance with astrological omens, I invite you to sort
through your own past so as to determine which
examples of your work, like Longfellow’s, should be
archived as unimportant or irrelevant, and which, like
Dickinson’s, deserves to be a continuing inspiration as
you glide into the future. a

HOMEWORK: YOU HAVE THE POWER TO RE-GENIUS

YOURSELF. GUIDANCE:

HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/REGENIUSYOURSELF 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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Across

1 Fraud-monitoring agcy.

4 Deprive of weapons

9 Judge’s seat, in court

13 Boxer botherer

14 “London Warsaw New
York” musician born in
Poland

15 “Shepherd Moons” singer

16 2019 debaters, for short

17 “Gloves are off”

18 Unit of gold or silver?

19 Reattaches a tomato to a
plant (but in a messy way)?

22 Grammy-winning bossa
nova musician Gilberto

23 Source of some milk

24 Big expense in
blockbuster films

25 Freudian topic

27 “___ one, think that ...”

30 Drum teacher’s session

32 Actor who’s all about the
money?

35 “Horrors!”

36 Lennon partner

37 “Incoming golf ball!”

41 Autobiographies, two by
two?

46 Light benders

49 Part of the mnemonic
HOMES

50 Wall-E’s love interest

51 Common Market abbr.,
once

52 Bedroom furniture wood

54 Romanov royal of Russia

56 Roll call on a ship?

62 “Person of the Year”
awarder

63 “The Many Loves of ___
Gillis”

64 ___ Yun (performing arts
company with ubiquitous ads)

65 Strait of Hormuz country

66 Golf equipment

67 Like mud or slime

68 “99 Luftballons” German
singer

69 Nine Inch Nails founder
Reznor

70 #1 concern?

Down

1 Get out quick

2 Short-term earning
opportunities

3 Inexpensive ‘80s keyboard
manufacturer

4 Gaming company behind
“Assassin’s Creed” and “Just
Dance”

5 1949 alliance

6 Professional org.

7 Public uprisings

8 It has a round cover

9 Wally’s TV brother, with
“the”

10 Hijinks

11 “Us” actress Lupita

12 Entered

13 “Fireside chat” monogram

20 Depilatory brand with
“short shorts” ads, once

21 Window shopper,
essentially

25 Tiny unit of work

26 Formerly Portuguese
Indian territory

28 Natural gas add-in

29 Step in the shower?

31 Online financial services
company focused on student
loans

33 “House” actor Omar

34 American-born former
queen of Jordan

38 Winter footwear

39 Lovejoy on “The
Simpsons,” e.g.

40 Point opposite WNW

42 In a wild way

43 Emphatic words after
“There!”

44 Survival group?

45 Grateful Dead bassist Phil

46 Gel in jellies

47 Bring back on

48 Val Kilmer, in “Top Gun”

53 Boxed soup and bouillon
brand

55 He was famous for fables

57 Pro wrestler John

58 Orchestra’s tuning
instrument

59 Swede’s neighbor

60 Cold-___ (zinc-based
brand)

61 At ___ cost

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“I Before E?”—which way is it?

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Education/Instruction

w
GUITAR LESSONS WITH
MARC Since closing

Marc’s Guitar Center, Marc
continues to provide private,
custom lessons. Learn to play
your favorite song, jam with
friends, music theory, and
more. Call Marc at 505-859-
2654 

Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select
retailers and various downtown
locations. Coverage includes
politics, humor, film, opinion,
music, art and the most
comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

CAREGIVER Silver Lining
Services, LLC Albuquerque
Satellite Office 3250 Coors
Blvd NW Suite D Accepting
applications for A Personal

Care Services Caregiver in
Albuquerque and surrounding
area. Qualified candidates
must be genuinely interested
in helping people who are
elderly or who have disabilities
of any kind. Complete an

Apartments for Rent

LOW RATES! BRAND NEW
Fully Furnished Studio
Apartments – Pet Friendly! No
credit check & No lease req.
Call Now: 505-225-2673

Rooms/Roommates

Northeast

FURNISHED ROOM
$350+1/3Utils,$250DD

Seeking clean, quiet person.
Large house: laundry,pool
table,hot tub. No
pets,kids,couples. msg@ 294-
7209

application at 3250 Coors
Blvd NW Suite D. Silver Lining
Services, LLC is an equal
employment opportunity
employer.

FRESQUEZ COMPANIES Join
our team at Albuquerque

Sunport! Many positions to
choose from! Apply at
www.fresquezcompanies.com
then call 505.842.4292 to
schedule an interview. 

Musicians
Wanted/Available

R AND B/SOUL/POP
SINGER 45 y/o male soul
singer available. Ideally would
work well with a keyboard
player. Text or call, 505-269-
6559.

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby

BEARDED HANDSOME GUY

Was making nachos for my nephew. I turned as you

walked into the store. We made direct eye contact as you

walked in. You got in line. I couldnt help but stare due to

your well groomed beard given I am an pogonofile it drove

me crazy you seemed so perfect with your body type

beard and hair. 

I believe you wore a navy blue shirt and grey sweats. I

been looking for someone like you. I hope you are not

taken I must find you again I must know you.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where:  on 11/1/2019.

BAD RELIGION

I saw you at the Bad Religion concert looking stunning

dressed in black, with big beautiful eyes, and sitting with a

blond by the bar. You offered to buy me a drink and said

that I rescued you. We leaned into each other and had a

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Body & Soul

Wellness

LEAN STUDY. The Mind
Research Network is seeking
individuals 21-65 years of
age who are moderate to
heavy alcohol drinkers who
also smoke cigarettes daily
for a study of how an
experimental medication
affects alcohol consumption
and decision making. The
study involves five visits over
approximately 5 weeks. The

total amount of time
required is between 20 and
25 hours. You will be
compensated up to $500
for your participation. If you
would like to be considered
for the study, please call
505-216-6545 or email
Lean-Study@mrn.org. Please
mention “LEAN Study”. 

Licensed Massage

w
TANTRA MASSAGE &
TEACHING Give yourself

the powerful and beautiful
gift of Tantra massage and
teaching. I am a Certified
Tantra Educator/Professional
Massage Therapist
Lic.#2788, Reiki Healer and
Life Coach. Please call me
for detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,
Julianne ~ 505 920 3083

HEAL & RELAX Treat yourself
to powerful healing, deep
relaxation in a beautiful
environment. 25 years

experience. $60 Katrina
LMT#6855 (505) 506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.c
om 

Metaphysical

START MEDITATING! Learn
meditation, all levels
welcome, 35 years
experience ???? Jed 914-
882-2382

great conversation. The instant chemistry was magic.

Before we knew it the night was over and we went our

separate ways. Becca do you believe in fate? Is there any

chance I’ll get to see you again?

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: El Rey on 10/4/2019.

CUL8R?
I saw you at 50/50 around 11ish? We exchanged strange
but true stories of many things. You nicknamed me
moon. I came and went like the tide. Your smile is like the
northern lights next level french bread on the inside. We
are worthy of all the good and deserve so much. ABQ is
blessed to have us. I cant wait to see you again. We
haven’t went on one date, so it’s pretty weird for me to
write a song. Just want to say I think you’re great. If
you’re a melody I’d sing along.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: 50/50 on 9/11/2019.
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